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A strong partnership between ClO
and CFO consrsls of honest com-
mu nicati on, tra nspare nt tinancia I
exchange, and clear translation of
expe n d itu res to outco m es.
Keith Fowlkes, Centre College
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You don't have a cost problem, yott
have a revenue problem. Get out
there, meet your potential cus-
tomers, tind out what they need,
produce it, and sell it. The costs
will take care of themselves when
you have a revenue stream.
Cathy O'Bryan, Indiana University
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especially for IT-are antiquated and
cannot be sustained any longer.
In the past, the IT department was
viewed as the "cash cow" that funded
Internet con-) a a a O a a a a O a a O O a a a O nections,and
resources and hundreds of thousands of
customers.
many projects on campus. Basic services retiring Baby Boomers is an expensive
that everyone needed, such as phones, proposition. This, coupled with losing
a percentage of current state funding to
be used for future compensation. This
further restricts the funds available for
salaries. Hiring replacements for the
experienced employees to higher-paying
jobs in the private sector, adds another
In order to ensure that IT is operating
as efficiently as possible, the following ex-
. Keepingproduct inventoryon hand
replaced with just-in-time material
orders
' Outsourcingtovendors/contractors
services such as installations, moves, and
changes
. Tighter controls by the IT CFO's
office on spending and burn rates (cash
flow), including justification of spending
requests
. Cost study to formulate new cost
models
. Review ofgrant opportunities to
bring in funding resources for IT projects
and programs
. Partnering with other higher-
education institutions for maintenance
contracts to control costs on a larger scale
. Reducing travel, training, and confer-
ences with stricter justification to validate
the need, along with more online training
. Negotiating existing contracts with ,
vendors to reduce overtime by off-
shifting work, reducing overhead, and
scheduling maintenance during business
hours if the risk is low
. Implementing cloud-based versus
onsite services
' Reducing duplicated IT services
within the university (IT centrai services)
. Evaluating IT core services and elimi-
nating or phasing away from services that
IT should not provide or that are not cost
effective
. Migrating to SlP-based services versus
digital (TDM) trunking
. Migrating to VolP-based services
(reducing hardware footprints, cooling,
power requirements)
Even as enrollment increases, univer-
sities are finding it difEcult to offset the
decline in state revenue by raising tuition.
Raising tuition does not address the over-
all funding issues for higher education.
Universities must change the method of
funding essential IT services and support,
as they are part of the university's core
mission and are critical to business conti-
nuity. Removing desk phones, voicemail,
and automatic call distribution (ACD)
systems would obviously have a negative
AS in many Other statgs, higher education in New Mexico
continues to see reductions in state funding, which is based on a
state funding formula. This formula is viewed with some skepticism, as it pushes
the burden for funding in all areas back nuity. In order to avoid raising tuition,
on the university. The funding models- many institutions are holding in reserve
more, provided a dimension to the funding shortfall.
This requires maihr apgrades And reliable rev- IT organizations have to decide if it is
implementaliOn gl new teChnOt- enue stream. more cost effective to ask existing staff to
Ogy t,t the Univercity.. .. We Now' however' absorb the work and expand their knowl-
simpty cannnt compete wiilt rhe :l:']-:::^:.0'"' edge base or to look for new technolo-to have access gies and support models by outsourcing
privale sect0r, which has unlim- to all the new to consultanrs or third_parry vendors.
iled resoutces and hundreds ol technologies and However, the salary savings from these
thOUSandS Of Cust0me$. services available options would be offset by training and
in the private travel expenses for staff and fees paid to
sector at little or consultants or vendors. Expecting more
no cost. This requires major upgrades from current staff has many implicit
and implementation of new technology costs that could be more expensive for
for the university, which has very limited the organization in the long run, such
sources of funding and a limited custom- as overtime pay, higher stress levels, low
er base. We simply cannot compete with employee morale, more sick time taken,
the private sector, which has unlimited and more.
Since the decline in the economy in amples of cost-saving measures are being
2009, the state funding formula has pro- considered or are already in place here at
vided decreasing funds, which pressures the University of New Mexico:
departments to reduce costs without . Terminating hardware and software
impeding business or scholastic conti- annual contracts, replacing with just-in-
time maintenance
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impact on how the students, staff, and
faculty interact on a basic level.
Key issues, as reported in the 20 l 4
ACUTA/NACUBO/ACUHO-I State of
the ResNet Report (download it at u.r,wv.
acuta.org/resnetreport20 14) are:
. Demand for more bandwidth
. Robust, ubiquitous wireless and
mobile connectivity
. 2417 support models
. Better tools to diagnose and commu
nications for greater effectiveness
. Rising ResNet costs
These issues show that the demand
continucs to E,row and the expeclalion
lor higher education is to stay in step
with the private sector. But the private-
sector model has hundreds of thousands
of users to offset the cost of standing up
these services, whereas higher-ed funding
models have not changed to do the same.
\\hal has changed at many univer-
sities is that the IT funding model no
longer sustains IT support, growth, or
core services, nor does it address the
overall shortfall in the IT budget. As the
CIO looks for strategies to formulate new
methods ol lunding. the business units
are rvorking to "keep the lights on" and
are expected to look for ways to gener-
ate revenue-which is not their core
competency. Because salaries are the big-
gest expense in an IT organization, it is
necessary to evaluate the current cost and
budget model versus the h,vbrid approach
of providing an IT service.
Chargeback models have been at the
core of IT/voice for the past 30 years,
and flat rate, time, and material had their
place and purpose. If an overall higher
education approach is not taken-which
would treat IT core services the same as
other university core services and be re-
covered through overhead-then service-
based pricing may be the next migration
path for IT.
The issues ofbudget shortfalls, staff
burnout and low morale, risks, reliabil-
itn and enterprise- versus cloud-based
services are ai1 driven by the reduction in
funding sources and IT trends in higher
education. Ten years ago this was not the
case. Funding was strong, and services
were robust and reliable but at a high
price (stafling, hardware, and software).
Refresh cycles were five to ten years out.
The iT department was the only service
available, and there was little pressure to
compete with the private sector. Now,
proprietary versus commodity models
are pressuring higher education to ac-
commodate students, staff, faculty, and
nonuniversity visitors who expect their
experience to mirror what they har.e in
the commercial environment.
Clearly, no one path will enable
higher education or IT organizations lo
support the expectations of our custom-
ers, making it inevitable that the current
trends in technology and the funding
requirements to sustain them r,vi1l re<1uire
signilicant changes in the uay university
IT services are provided. This is a chal-
lenge that must be carefully considered in
the strategic planning process.
The pending Baby Boomer retire-
ments within the next three to five years
will also have a huge impact on how
universities provide services and the
development of new cost models. The
resulting reduction in the workforce will
have as large an impact as the reduction
in funding. The commercial support
model may eventually have to become
the norm to mitigate the loss of this labor
lorce and to curtail costs by outsourcing
more of these functions.
Note: The expectation and use of tech-
nology is showcased in the YouTube
video "#Socialnomics 2014 by Erik
Qualman" : http s : / /www.yo ut ub e. co m /
watch?v-zxpa4dNVd3c.
Reach Mark at reynolds@unm.edu.
MiCTA
Slrite,1oo
-$asinai!tr;-M,I-48604.' -,-
ToIl Free: 888.9 64.222:7-
www.mictatech.org -Terhrology-fu lrtions for Mernbers -!+stionwids
.. .MiCIA rcpresents.all rLon pr.afrt r,ntitielir.c)udin$.edt,catianal, .
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The third installment of a comprehensive
five-year tracking study measures the
pulse in residential networks (ResNet)
practices and policies in higher educa-
tion. The goal is to provide year-over-
year analysis and report on evolving
trends. New this year, the scope has
widened and represents nearly twice as
many stakeholders, with over three times
the number of chief business officers
responding compared to last year. It is
also the first time that ACUHO-I part-
nered with ACUTA and the first time that
respondents extend beyond information
technology and chief business officers to
include housing officers.
The research, which includes data
from more than 400 higher-education
institutions, is designed to help adminis-
trators and chiefbusiness officers address
such issues as the unprecedented growth
in bandwidth and connectivity demands,
budget restrictions, planning, policy con-
siderations, staffing, and support. These
insights will make it possible for colleges
and universities to better meet the chal-
lenges of today while fostering greater
NACUBO k the National Association of College
and Unitersity Business Offcers. ACUHO-I is
the Association of College and University Hous-
i ng O lf c er s- Int ernatio nal.
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collaboration and planning to meet the
challenges of tomorrow.
"The ACUTA/NACUBO/ACUHO-I
study reveals that schools are making
strides in providing better coverage and
bandwidth, but are grappling with a
laundry list of needs-holistic planning,
better communication between depart-
ments, tighter security, and more-while
processes such as resource allocation and
diagnostics haven't kept pace," says Dee
Childes, chair of the ACUTA Environ-
mental Scanning Committee and CIO at
the University of Alabama.'Administra-
tors are trying to build bigger and better
networks with yesterday's tools. It's our
hope that this study will provide a knowl-
edge base of practices and priorities
to help administrators anticipate, plan
ahead, and address the challenges as they
scale infrastructure to meet demand."
For the purposes ofthe study, ResNet
is defined as Internet, cable television,
and phone service available to residents
living in on-campus residence hal1s. The
following 2014 ResNet Trends and Prac-
tices report works to further explain the
current state of ResNet from the perspec-
tives of Il business, and housing officers.
It also explains how universities and
colleges are reacting to the diverse and
quickly evolving challenges of ResNet ser-
vices. The report delves into the following
topics: bandwidth management, wireless
coverage and capacity, service and sup-
port, planning and measuring, funding
and technology costs, and outsourcing.
The survey reveals the lollowing:
Schools are exploring ways to accom-
modate demand for more bandwidth.
. Increasing bandwidth, rather than
shaping and limiting bandwidth, is a
more popular approach to bandwidth
management that schools are using to
cope with demand.
. Three out of four institutions allow
an unlimited number of devices to be
connected to the residential network.
. The number of schools offering
speeds of 1 GB or more jumped by
25 percent.
. Bandwidth management practices de-
clined slightly, the most popular practice
being Iimiting by shaping protocol.
. The number of respondents who
outsourced or considered outsourcing
some or all ResNet services to trim costs
has jumped from 22 to 32 percent.
. Schools are more likely to outsource
email and bookstores than to outsource
ResNet.
. Thblets are expected to be the device
that consumes the most bandwidth in the
coming years.
More schools are providing robust wire-
less and mobile connectiYity.
. More than 61 percent of universities
and colleges now provide robust wireless
coverage (four bars or more) throughout
81 to 100 percent of their campus, a
16 percent increase from 2013.
. Campuses offering poor wireless con-
nection (0-20 percent oftheir campuses)
declined almost I 1 percentage points
from last year.
. Administrative or academic areas
rank at the top for wireless connectivity,
while residential areas, such as residential
rooms and dining facilities, ranked last.
. The number ofschools that are con-
sidering augmenting cellular reception
declined by 20 percent.
ACUTA, NACUB0, and ACUHO-I are pleased to present
research findings from the 2014 ACUTA/NACUBO/ACUHO-I
State of the ResNet study.
More types of support are available, but
2417 snpport is still scarce.
. Schools are utilizing nerver channels,
such as texting, Iive chat, and social me-
dia to meet communication preferences.
. Oniy 13 percent ofschools provide
2417 support, 30 percent provide more
than 60 hours of support, and 32 percent
provide 4 1 to 60 hours of support.
. Traditional melhodr of communica-
tions renain strong. Phone support and
5upport through online docurnerttation
have increased for all devices over the
past year.
More plans are in place now, but better
diagnostics and communications are
needed for greater effectiveness, accord-
ing to the survey.
. The number of schools with strategic
plans in place grew by 27.8 percent, but
one-third of schools sti1l do r-rot have a
p1an, and another 9 percent \\rere unsure
if they have a plan.
. One in five officers does not meet
l ith its butiners, IT or housing counter-
pJrts to discuis the ResNet.
. Although 64.7 percent ofhousing
officers and 68.3 percent of chief business
ofhcers would like to be able to ber-rch-
mark their ResNet services, 55 percent of
them do not have access to benchmark-
ing data. Three out of four housing and
chief business oflicers are unhappl, with
the data/reports they have received.
. Although security is valued highly by
chief business officers, more than a third
of schools do not have an Information
Security and Internal Audits (ISO) team.
Schools are adopting different models
to cope with rising ResNet costs.
. 56.2 percent ofchiefbusiness officers
and 40.3 percent ofhousing officers
expect ir-rfrastructure costs to increase by
5 percent or more in the next two years.
. Only 3Spercent reported an increase
in ResNet funding, rvhile l0 percent
reported a decrease.
. One in five respondents indicated
that the1. are not recovering anv of the
costs of support and management of
their network.
. Small, predominar-rtly private institu-
tior-rs fund ResNet centra111,, and medium to
largc, predominantlv public institutions u'e
a fee/recharge system.
. Schools using mixed funding models
and mixed resources (a combir-ration of
student fees and central universit,v funds)
experienced a decline of 12.2 and 16.3 per-
centage points respectively. (See Figure 1.)
\Ve thank all who participated in our
survey. Your participation makes the results
meaningful and makes bringing vou
this infbrn-ration possible. Figure 1 is an
example from the full report, u,hich of-
fers a visual presentation of all the data.
We invite you to revien,the full report by
follolving this link: http://\,!-ww.acuta.org/
resnet.
Reach Corinne anytime at choch@acuta.
0rg 0r at the ACUTA office: 859/278-3338
Figure 1. Funding Models for Canpus Teleconmunications and Network Services
Who Pays for ResNet Costs & How Costs Are Recovered
At a majorit,v of universities and co11eges, Central IT pays for ResNet and tecor'-
ers some or all ofthe costs through resident fees or interdepartmental charges to
Housing. This compares to prior years, lr'1-rere it n'as significantly more common thal
Central IT paid for ResNet and did not recovcr the cost.
Still, more than one in every five respondents indicated that they are not recovering
any of the costs of support and management of their network.
Annual budgets for telecornmunica- 20la
tions and netr,vork services closely
resemblc the size ol inslitutions.
The malority ol institutions r4 1.8
percent) have a budget of less than
$750,000; more than a third (35.3 49'3%
percent) budget between $750,000
and $2.5 rnillion. rnl 2.i pgr6qnt have
a hudge t of more thrn S2.5 nrillion.
Fundir-rg models are closely related to
the size alrd type of university Small,
predomirrantll private institutiorrs
fund centrally, and medium to large,
prcdominantly puhlic institutions use 2014
c fee/recharge s) stern.
As compared to 2013, this year fewer
schools (16.3 percent less) utilize
mixed-resources and instead rely
solely on central university funds.
There uas a I 2.2 percentage point
drop in funding models that include
a combination of student fees and
central universitl, funds. Some schools
indicate that their services are fully
funded by college/school depart-
ments.
30.8%
#
ffi
I
Conpletely fund the network
as a core university servrce
fron central university funds
Partially fund with student
fees and partially through
ce ntral u n ive rsity f unds
Jointly fund the network
th roug h ce ntral u niversity,
student fees. and depaftments
Partially fund by departnental
assistance (colleges and
schools) and partially by
central university funds
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Show Me the Money!
Cl0s Tell Who and What Drive lT Budgets
Ih. ulr.*.. to the question about what is
driving IT and telecom budgets on college
campuses should be sirnple: technology.
But there is more to it than that. Driving
IT budgets can be a bit like the movie
Driting Miss Daisy-the person behind
the wheel is not necessarily the person
r'vho purchased the car or the person who
decides where the car is going. Likewise,
there is the question ofwho approves
the technology budget. Part of that is
reflected in the position ofthe IT and
telecom department(s) on campus.
Vassar College
"The overail college budget is approved
by the board of trustees, and then the
CFO works with the
dean of stratesico planning and the
CIO to translate
this ir-rto a re-
sponse to the IT
budget proposal,"
says Emily Harris,
director of network
and systems, CIS,
at Vassar College,
tion," Harris believes, adding that they
rreed to deliberately maintain a strung,
connection to the institutional priorities
to make sure IT is doing the right things.
For the immediate future, the IT
departrnent at Vassar has made a request
for an increase to their budget. However,
Harris says, at this point the response and
exact amount are unknown. For svstems
that lT believes need to be upgraded, she
is optimistic there wili be funding avail-
able in 2015 to reach IT's goals.
On some campuses, IT's role is mainly
"jawboning" about technology needs.
At others, the departn-rent is able to put
some teeth into its budget proposals.
"Our budget proposals are definitely
toothy," Harris quips. "We have the ability
to drive the budget requests with detailed
information about prospective projects."
The CIO at Vassar builds the IT
budget proposal r'vith consultation from
the four senior IT leaders: director of
academic computing services, director
of administrative information services,
director of networks and systems, and the
director of user services.
'A small number of departments have
IT budgets, including Computer Science,
but most are centralized through IT,"
Harris says.
"We are given guidelines from the
college leadership." Harris cont in ues.
"Within those guidelines, CIS comes up
with a proposed IT budget. If the 1,ear's
needs exceed the guidelines, justifications
are given for consideration. If the projects
are unable to get funded, they are post-
poned for another 
.year."
Florida State University
At Florida State University (FSU), the
central IT recurring budget is the re-
sponsibility of information technology
services (ITS) and falls under the purview
of the CIO.
"Nonrecurring funding has been al
located for the highest-priority proposed
projects," says Sean Bankston, FSU's asso-
ciate director of liscal and administrative
operations. Recent examples include the
complete overhaul of the legacy student
systems suite, replacement of the core
data network infrastructure, upgrades to
technology-enhanced classrooms, and the
deployment of a wireless canopy.
"Each of these represents the univer-
sity's commitment to promoting a robust
technology environment that enhances
the performance of students, faculty,
and staff," Bankston says. He notes that
individual departments typically have IT
expenses withir-r their budgets. Some of
these expenses include auxiliary services
provided by ITS for a fee.
'At the departmental leve1, ITS
leverages a successful program called the
Inforrnation Technology Administrators
Partnership (ITAP), which promotes
industry best practices and the adoption
of technology standards throughout the
unir.ersity," Bankston says. Site leaders
within participating departments report
to ITS and are funded by the departments.
ITS at FSU continues to research,
develop, and implement solutions that
reflect ir-rdustry best practices, leveraging
both proven and emerging technologies.
"Within our catalog, services includ-
ing desktop support, VoIR and virtual
machines are recharged to departmental
budgets," Bankston says. However, he
notes, less than half of the overall budget
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*We will continue to carry the mes-
sage that lT is a tool to be leveraged
rather than a cost to be contained."
-David Rotman
Cedarville University
Poughkeepsie, New York. Vassar is home
to 300 faculty and 2,450 studenrs.
At Vassar, IT is deltnitely more a leader
than a service department. "The central
IT budget at Vassar Coliege is well funded,
and the majority of our projects are still
driven by CIS to enhance networking
and systems infrastructure," Harris says.
"In fact, we have specilic goals to vastly
increase this infrastructure over the next
four years." In this case, IT is driving the
networking infrastructure.
"This approach is good for position-
ing IT to serve the needs of the institu-
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is auxiliary based. Whether this is a
positive or a negative in the long term
depends on the funding model.
'At FSU, there is a fairly strong argu-
ment for migrating to a hybrid per capita
model that requires departments to invest
in central IT based on student/employee
counts," he says. Goals of this model
include higher reliability, economies of
scale, minimal deferred maintenance, and
reduced administrative overhead.
"Under such a model, the majority of
the budget would be based on central
funding and departmental investments,
with a diminished reliance on recharged
services," Bankston explains.
At the beginning of each fiscal year, IT
at Florida State submits a strategic plan-
ning report that indicates how the budget
and any supplemental project funding
will be utilized to serve their campus's
35,000 students plus faculty and staff At
the end ofthe fiscal year, a qualitative and
quantitative performance report records
actual outputs and outcomes. Budgets are
approved by the provost/executive vice
president for academic affairs and the
vice president for finance and adminis-
tration.
"We anticipate that the highest-priority,
most critical projects will be funded in
2015," Bankston says. "[FSU's] budget has
remained flat for the last few fiscal years,"
says Sean Bankston. "We have, however,
been successful at obtaining additional
nonrecurring project funding that aligns
with the technology needs and expecta-
tions of stakeholders across the university
community. At this point, we do not
anticipate an increase in the 2014-2015
budget base."
Marymount University
Marymount University in Arlington,
Virginia serves a student body of about
3,600. 'IT, at its core, has always been a
services department for the Marymount
community," says Dave Lutes, director
of information systems. "We serve the
technology needs of our university."
Thus, there is always the challenge
of figuring out exactly how much a
department should be automated or how
much technology should be deployed to
streamline a specific department. Beyond
that, Lutes says, a mechanism needs to be
in place to determine when that depart-
ment should be reevaluated to see if some
staff should be reassigned or obsolete
positions eliminated to help offset the
cost of the technology for those positions.
At Marymount, the Technology
Budget Committee gets first stab at any
budget. Then it goes to the University
Budget Committee which is made up of
all of Marymount's vice presidents. "This
group has to review all budget requests,
not just IT'si' Lutes explains. If a budget
passes them, then it becomes part of the
entire university budget, which, in turn,
needs to be blessed by the school's board
of directors.
Marymount's University Technol-
ogy Committee (UTC ) is composed of
different leaders within all aspects of
the university from faculty, students,
and staff. Under this umbrella group are
numerous committees and subcommit-
tees, including the Steering Committee,
Technology Budget Committee, Class-
room and Teaching Technology, Core
Data, Infrastructure and Security, Web
and Online Technology, and a variety
of ad hoc subcommittees that exist as
needed for long-term or special projects.
For budgeting at Marymount, IT
sends up an annual budget proposal
and awaits approval or changes. "Ali IT
requests have to come through UTC for
approval," Lutes says. "Funds, if approved,
are assigned to the IT department for
purchasing, deployment, and mainte-
nance,"
It is not like the group is foreign
to what is going on. "Almost everyone
within IT sits on or is chair of one or
more of the committees," Lutes explains.
"The executive director for IT chairs the
Steering Committee, which gives over-
sight to all the other committees."
Grants can have their own challenges.
Lutes finds grant requests often come in
under the radar without oversight from
UTC. "The largest problem with grants is
what happens to the technology once the
funds run out," Lutes says.
If the university adopts the technol-
ogy on a broad scale or if a large enough
group begins to use these technologies,
the question arises over who owns them.
"How do you work that into your budget
for yearly replacement or maintenance?"
Lutes continues.
Marymount anticipates some exceP-
tional times in the near future. "We have
very large projects coming up, with new
buildings coming online and VoIP," Lutes
says. At the moment, the actual budget
number is still cloudy since the final
figure will be a combination of yearly
capital with yearly operational funds to
be used for some leases.
Lutes is fortunate in getting support
for funds for those networks or systems
that IT believes need to be upgraded. "If
we request it and there is funding, they
will usually approve it," he finds.
Seattle Pacilic University
"l am assigned an annual operating
budget by the administration-snhnn6s-
ments, changes, large capital expendi-
tures, and staffing changes are proposed
by me on an annual basis for approval,"
says Dave Tindall, assistant vice presi-
dent for technology services/CIO at
Seattle Pacific University. SPU is a private
university with 4,300 students and 650
faculty and staff.
However, Tindall adds, specifring
who drives the lT budget on campus is
more complicated than a simple answer.
"IT (my department) has a 6xed budget
amount, and I have quite a bit of control
over large portions of that budget to
make operational decisions as we see
fit." Excluded from that discretion are
full-time/permanent staff positions and
certain capital expenditures over a dollar
value threshold.
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'Advocating for additional resources
is a different process," Tindall continues.
'A portion of the budget associated with
hardware and software maintenance
agreements have some built-in escalators
that are often based on contract terms
or historical increases (and occasionally
decreases). While these escalators are not
guarantees, they have consistently been
approved over the past decade as part of
the budget process."
At SPU, budget enhancements that
increase ongoing/permanent budget
expenses have an approval process that
is initiated within the IT organization.
These could be approved (or denied) by
the division vice president, or they could
be approved (or denied) at the senior
leadership level, which consists of the
president and vice presidents.
"Some of those requests are on behalf
of other campus departments, and some
originate within IT," Tindall says. Certain
projects and some hardware purchases
originate in academic schools and ad-
ministrative departments, but they also
cross Tindall's desk for pricing review,
contract review, technology review, and
IT staffing impacts.
At some colleges, the individual de-
partments-such as physics 61 mu5is-
have IT budgets of their own. Some fear
that such a setup will set IT on a path to
becoming simply a service department
rather than a campus leader, with its role
limited to implementing budget alloca-
tions from other areas of campus instead
of shining a light on future direction. But
Tindall says, "I think it needs to always
be a balance. Central IT is nearly always
consulted and participates in technol-
ogy and software decisions-even if they
originate in other units," he says.
SPU is decentralized both for the
budget and purchasing authority for
ever).thing from academic student
computer labs to academic departments
around campus. "We also decentral-
ize a portion of staff support of ERP
projects (reporting and lightweight
implementation and business analyst
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tasks) to academic and administrative
departments, but with strong centralized
control," Tindall says. Nearly everyrhing
else, including staff, hardware, software,
and networking, is centralized in the IT
organization.
Having a clear vision for prospective
projects clears the path for funding. "It
varies by project or initiative," Tindall
finds. Some projects have clearer ROI
and business justification, often bolstered
by academic and administrative units.
In these cases, IT simply guides through
the process. Some projects have more
ambiguous ROI, and the "art of persua-
sion" is more important, he says. "Unfor-
tunately, justifring with hard data (and
savings) is viewed somewhat skeptically
by many campus leaders-at my campus
and other campuses," Tindall says.
Budgets at SPU look slightly more
optimistic for the coming year than they
have in the recent past. Nobody is throw-
ing money at IT, but the constant roar of
chainsaw cuts has diminished.
"I feel pretty good about the 2014-
2015 fiscal year," says Tindall.'A few
capital projects have received preliminary
approval (they are in the guideline bud-
get). All of our normal escalators were
approved," he adds. Tindall anticipates a
steady flow of projects from other units,
but that does not represent a substantial
portion of IT's work.
Gedarville University
"Budget priorities are set through a vari-
ety of discussions," says David Rotman,
PhD, associate vice president for technol-
ogy and CIO at Cedarville University in
Ohio, which has an enrollment of about
3,500. Among the stakeholders are an
internal planning committee, external
advisory committee, and IT leadership.
"These priorities are then implemented
within the overall IT budget," he says.
Rotman has thought about where IT
is going, who is driving what, and who
is signing off on budgets. Cedarville is
shifting the reporting to the CFO instead
of reporting to the chief academic officer.
"We will continue to carry the message
that IT is a tool to be leveraged rather
than a cost to be contained," Rotman
says.
Very few departments at Cedarville
have an IT budget. "There are a couple
that acquire software licenses for their
students, but that is related to course
fees," Rotman says. The IT department
has considerable leeway within param-
eters. "IT is free to reallocate priorities
within the budget," he says, adding that
there is certainly an expectation that the
budget will be used efficiently for direct
support of the institution's mission.
However, any action that affects person-
nel requires administrative approval.
At Cedarville, the president's cabinet has
final overall budget say. Rotman says he
expects to get the funding for IT projects
that involve necessary upgrades in 2015.
"We expect to receive a slight increase
(2 percent) for salaries, but the remainder
of the budget will be frozen," Rotman
says. "Our IT budget has been relatively
constant for several years. I have not had
to argue extensively to keep the budget,
but I also have not had the opportunity
to argue for increases."
One area of concern for him is the
trends for major shifts happening within
budgets. "For example," he says, "we are
seeing software expenses grow 4 to 6 per-
cent per year." Keeping in mind a budget
that will increase by only 2 percent this
year, he plans to absorb that shortfall by
reduci ng hardware expenditures.
Gonclusion
From researching to analyzing to strat-
egizing, the budget process is a tedious
necessity. The most successful budgets
seem to require input from all depart-
ments, realistic projections, and a certain
degree of flexibility in the face of unpre-
dictable developments in technology. If
you're doing the driving, hold on to the
wheel-it could be a bumpy ride!
Curt Harler is a freelance writer and
contributing edit1r t0 the ACUTA Journal.
Co ntact h i m at cu rt@cu ftharl e r. com.
Transitioning to a Service-Based Model
lor Support
Carnegie Mellon University introduces a
new portfolio of services
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ACUTA: What does it mean to transition
to a service-based model for support?
What have you done in the past that you
will no longer be doing?
Carnegie Mellon: For the last six or seven
years we have been receiving increases
to the budget based on the recommen-
dations of the advisory board. But that
scenario has ended now, and last year was
our last to receive extra money. Now we
really have to live within our means, so it
becomes more important to understand
how our money is used. We all know
that end users don't care how much disc
storage or how many access points are
available-as long as they have what
they need. They want dial tone and mail
whenever they need them, so we must
relate what we do to what they want.
Our provost reminds us that we are
all stewards ofthe university's resources,
and there are trade-offs. For example,
acquiring additional technologies may
come at the price of not funding a re-
search effort, so it is necessary to balance
the provision of services. We have to
justi$r how money is spent. We need to
understand our costs and services better.
What we do must always tie to the mis-
sion of the institution.
Moving from our current model of
support to a service-based model means
we are transitioning to a new portfolio of
services. We are working on a number of
parallel efforts in the ITSM (IT Service
Management) area. One example is that
we have replaced our aging incident
management platform with a cloud-
based solution that supports the ITSM
model. We are using new software to try
to get to the next level, having decided
that the service-based model is the future
for managing services and the best way to
price out services.
Several of our management team
have become ITIL Foundations certi-
fied through an in-house training and
certification offering and we have used
opportunities such as the recent ITILx
Workshop at the ACUTA Conference in
Dallas to extend that training to more of
our staff. This kind of training provides
a common language across the organrza-
tion.
ACUTA: On a practical, day-to-daylevel,
how will this affect staffing and/or as-
signments?
Carnegie-Mellon: The organization is
evolving, and the changes are more evo-
lutionary than revolutionary. Years ago
we had a 2417 data center, but we have
moved to a "lights out" model and have
already moved people around.
There are still plenty of opportunities,
but not a lot of new positions. Everyone
recognizes that some new skill sets are
needed, and some staff will change with
the evolution. This is not new-it's part
of adapting with the change in technol-
ogy, which we experience to some degree
I
Responding to a message on the AC|ITA
listsery about how campuses arc manag-
ing budgets, Carnegie Mellon [Jniversity's
Charles (Chuck) Bartel, Director, Global
IT Services, and Ken Hallinen, Director
for Resource Planning d, Management,
agreed to answer a few questions about
their campus's transition to a seryice-based
model for support.
*NOTE: The Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is a set of practices for IT service management (ITSM) that focuses on aligning
IT services with the needs ofbusiness. ...ITIL describes processes, procedures, tasks and checklists that are not organization-specific, used by an
organization for establishing integration with the organization's strategy, delivering value and maintaining a minimum level of competency. It al-
lows the organization to establish a baseline from which it can plan, implement and measure. It is used to demonstrate compliance and to measure
improvement. (This information was taken from Wikipedia.)
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Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) is a global re-
search university with more than 12,000 students,
95,000 alumni, and 5,000 faculty and staff.
CMU has been a bifthplace of innovation since its
founding in 1900.
0ur award-winning laculty members are renowned
for working closely with students to solve major
sci entif i c, tech n o I og i cal an d soci etal chal I e n g es.
We put a strlng emphasis on creating things-
from aft to robots. jur students are recruited by
some of the world's most innovative companies.
We have campuses in Pittsburgh, 1atar and Silicon
Valley, and degree-granting programs around the
world, including Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe and
Latin America.
CMU has been an ACUTA member since 1989.
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all the time. We expect a reasonable
churn of staff. We have some open slots,
with 225 people in the division, and of
course we have some flexibility as we
move people from one area to another.
And, as you'd expect, some areas have
higher churn than others.
Virtualization has introduced flex-
ibility as well. It does require staff with
different skill sets. We've seen reductions
in our hardware expenditures, some of
which are unfortunately offset by the
costs of the virtualization software, but
the biggest win has been in space require-
ments in the data center.
It can be a challenge to retrain staff
so that they understand the new mind
set. The focus has traditionallybeen
on providing a given piece of technol-
ogy and that's the way we're organized.
We have a networking group, a storage
group, a database administration group,
and so on. Services cut across these silos
and force us all to think our how our
"component" fits into the overall service.
E-mail is not just e-mail; there's more to
it than that. It requires servers, disk stor-
age, network infrastructure (internal and
external connectivity), spam filters and
v i rus checkers, system administra tors.
These "items" are often not going to be in
a given cost center, making it a challenge
to pull together a total cost for e-mail.
We are just getting started. The focus
has been on getting our new incident
management system up and running.
This required us to develop the list of
services. We have not begun work on
a CMDB. We are not yet at the point
where we are making trade-offs based on
the impact to a given service or
services. The effort began in
our project management office.
ACUTA: What kind of services
are included in this transi-
tion?
Carnegie-Mellon: This transi-
tion will include all the services
we provide, but not all at once.
we plan to run any new
services or any major changes
to existing services through
our service portfolio efforts as
a start.
ACUTA: Can we assume that
this transition includes an
overall evaluation as well as
specific evaluations such as customer
needs and the impact of technology on
services offered? How have you decided
what to keep, what to change, and what
to cut?
Carnegie-Mellon: We haven't actually
gone there yet-haven't built out our
cost model. Knowing that consumer
input is critical to success, we plan vari-
ous outreach methods to determine the
services needed. For example, we recently
revamped our student engagement ap-
proach: Two or three years ago, we began
a student information exchange. We cre-
ated a festival atmosphere and brought in
a sure attention getter-free food. To en-
gage the students and get more feedback,
several of our service teams were talking
and listening while the students provided
input via graffiti tables using paper and
markers. As a result of this event we
discovered some problems with wireless
coverage in the dorms. We also added a
new service as a direct result oflistening
to our customers-I2Net+ cloud storage.
Students wanted better storage, so we
now offer the Box service.
ACUTA: Where did the decision to
change originate-within IT or from
upper levels? Who championed the
strategy, and how did he/she make the
case?
Carnegie-Mellon: I'd have to say mostly
within IT. We were able to capitalize on
some fortunate coincidences. We were
beginning to look at our peers for new
service management procedures, we
replaced some software, and we brought
in a new CIO. We wanted to look at what
the appetite was for moving to a service
model, and after a number of different ef-
forts and melding together some phases,
we brought in a consultant who helped
with portfolio development and offered
advice on the direction we should follow.
ACUTA: What brought you to this deci-
sion? What do you hope to accomplish
with this strategy?
Carnegie-Mellon: It is good practice to
be able to hang price tags on things so
you know where the money is going and
you can build an argument for or against
certain strategies. For example, Google
Mail. What do we gain? What do we lose?
Ifyou have the data to back up your
argument, you can fend off attacks when
someone asks why.
lust saying we want to provide the best
quality to faculty, staff, and students is
vague, but we are trying to put the model
in place in order to make the right deci-
sions. Part of this means understanding
the cost required to provide a service and
who is using it as well as its value to the
institution. It's a zero-sum game. There is
are no new resources, and we must fund
within our environment and then justifr
the expense as we explain what goes,
what stays, and why.
ACUTA: Does IT at CMU compete for
funding with other academic program
needs? Assuming so, how do you evalu-
ate for fairness, effectiveness, usefrrlness,
importance, etc?
Carnegie-Mellon: Much of our funding
does come in the form of a central alloca-
tion. The individual colleges also receive
funding from the same pool of funds.
Funding levels are typically constant from
one year to the next 
- 
the exception there
normally is an increase in salaries. We're
all responsible for pursuing the institu-
tion's mission.
We do have opportunities to request
additional funding for specific purposes.
These requests are requiring more data
to back them up than they might have
several years ago. When the CIO requests
data, we would like to rely on real data
rather than anecdotal information. We've
undertaken several efforts to collect us-
able metrics. Within the help center, we
have done customer satisfaction surveys.
To address network performance dif-
ficulties, we go into dorms and engage
students withpizza, invite them to bring
their wireless device, and we'll help con-
figure them. When we receive a project
request, we are able to respond with hard
data documenting what resources will be
required, how long will it take, and more,
rather than complaining that we don't
have the resources
Everyone has to understand there are
trade-offs. Without information, it's hard
to show a project's or technology's value
or even to determine strategic value. This
can come across as just IT whining or
pulling for more resources.
AC[,ITA: How will you recognize or
evaluate success?
Carnegie-Mellon: lt's an ongoing strategy.
Some methodologies could be called suc-
cessful, but there are always new things in
IT. We can t be "done." In this field, there's
never a snapshot project, not a "one and
done." We are constantly changing how
we operate, and this must continue to
happen. We are always looking for a new
"way of life," new organizational DNA.
For example, six or seven years ago,
the area of information security was
relatively new, and so it was more of an
afterthought in IT. We chartered the in-
formation security office whose purpose
was to champion the idea of across-the-
board security. Now information security
is standard operating procedure, part of
planning, built in at multiple levels. More
recently, we took a similar approach with
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disaster recovery and business continu-
ity planning with similar results. These
groups still look at new things that have
an impact on the way we think and plan,
but it's generally assumed that people
think of disaster recovery, security, and
so on as they plan for any changes to
existing services or to any new service
offerings. We have to keep evolving. The
service-based model will be the norm
also eventually.
On the historical side, having a stan-
dard way of doing things and comparing
will be easier than searching for data on
partial service. Having information all in
one place is certainly helpful.
ACUTA: What lessons learned have you
documented so far?
Carnegie-Mellon: You can accomplish a
project of this magnitude if you have the
necessary vision from the highest level,
plenty of energy, adequate resources, and
most of all, buy-in from constituents
at all levels. While a consultant is not
absolutely necessary, that may be a good
investment. As an example, a few years
back we tried to develop our own service
portfolio and service catalog in house. We
had some stafftrained, but not everyone
stood behind it. A few years 1ater, we
made another run at it, this time with
some help from a consultant, and, in the
end, we found our consultant was worth
his weight in gold.
Chailes (Chuck) Bartel is Director, Global
lT Services, and Ken Hallinen is Director
for Resource Planning & Management at
Carnegie Mellon Universiu. ACUTA thanks
both of them for taking the time to share
their story. lf you would like more details,
contact them at crb@cmu.edu or kh1r@
andrew.cmu.edu.
technologies help to control costs and
reduce a campus'carbon footprint.
. Fleet Management provides ef-
ficient vehicle routing, maintenance,
and safety monitoring of campus fleets.
The insights gained can translate into
more efficient asset usage, fuel con-
sumption, and maintenance programs,
enabling more informed decisions and
utilization.
These "Smart Campus" solutions
and many others are an opportunity
for campuses across North America.
By focusing on the deployment of con-
nected machine technologies to create
the campus of the future, colleges
and universities can drive operational
efficiencies that will benefits students,
educators and administrations alike.
How is your campus deploying con-
nected machine technologies?
Tamara Closs is a former ACUTA presi-
dent who now manages K-l2 and higher
education markets for Verizon Enterprise
Solutions. Reach her at tamara.closs@
verizon.com.
tives and solutions that leverage a city's
information and communications
technologies infrastructure by adding
sensors and data analytics to support
sustainability efforts, drive economic
development, and meet citizen expec-
tations for innovative services. Many
of these same technologies and applica-
tions are making their way to campuses
across the U.S. Following are a few
examples.
. Sustainabilityofferstheabilityto
meet operational and environmental
objectives. One rather mundane but
important example is trash collection.
By embedding sensors in trash cans,
facilities staff can remotely monitor
when one requires emptying, providing
sustainability, recycling, and improved
cleanliness while also controlling the
use of resources by reducing the time
and money spent collecting trash.
. Energy Management delivers
real-time monitoring and alerts as well
as trending reports to help improve
campuswide energy usage. By reducing
campus energy consumption through
the management of lighting and build-
ing temperature, connected machine
Snapshot
Campus Efficiences
F.om all indications, for the flrst
time in many years, state and local
budgets, including those for taxpayer-
funded colleges and universities, have
stabilized and in some cases actually
increased. However, after years of
budget reductions and cost contain-
ment initiatives, significant backlog
of unfunded projects await prioritiza-
tion. For many colleges and universi-
ties, identifying and funding strategic
investments with a positive return on
investment is a great place to start. Not
only can these projects pay for them-
selves in terms of driving greater pro-
ductivity and efficiency, they can also
help improve the campus experience
for students, enhance campus security,
and drive sustainability initiatives.
Whether you call it machine-to-
machine or the Internet of Things,
there are more and more opportunities
to create operational efficiencies across
the campus, whether it be collecting
trash, reducing energy usage, manag-
ing fleets, or monitoring sensitive
research environments.
You've probably heard the term
"Smart Cities" used to describe initia-
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How Do You Justify Technology Purchases?
New Metrics Emerge to Help Managers Make
a Case for Large System Purchases
f;.rdlng funding for new projects has
always been a challenge for university
ITltelecom decision makers. There have
consistently been more projects in the
pipeline than funding available to com-
plete them. Through the years, technol-
ogy professionals have relied on a few key
metrics when presenting their needs to
the university brass, but the effectiveness
of the metrics has become questionable
as technology has evolved. As a result,
new justification techniques are taking
shape and leading to the question: Are
the criteria used for major purchases
about to change dramatically?
Tiaditionally, universities relied on
the return-on-investment (ROI) model
to prioritize their buying decisions.This
technique was developed during the
manufacturing age and was designed to
evaluate the impact of acquiring large,
new, costly pieces of equipment. It has
often been applied to computer infra-
strucl.ure, for instance, when universities
invested significant sums (six figures,
seven figures, or more) in complex inter-
nal systems such as PBXs.
The goal is to convince topJevel
executives that dollars invested in a
new system will be money well spent.
Typically, managers justified such pur-
chases by the solution's ability to increase
productivity (move information faster)
or reduce internal costs (i.e., automate
manual tasks). The expenses were easy to
calculate because the device's price was
known up front. Paybacks (as well as sys-
tem depreciations) were spread out over
a set period ranging from a few-say,
three-years to as many as ten years. For
instance, if a firm spent $1 million on a
PBX that would be used for ten years, the
annual cost (and depreciation) could be
$100,000.
What Am I Getting Back?
The returns from such investments were
sometimes a bit more art than science.
'A product's ROI has often been poorly
deflned," admitted Sheard Goodwin,
IT expert at the University of Florida.
Ambiguity often arises as schools try to
turn high-level ideas into dollar values.
The impact of moving information faster
and automating manual functions was
sometimes difficult to directly correlate
to bottom-line savings. For instance,
rather than eliminating staffrng posi-
tions, automation usually meant shifting
telecom personnel's attention from one
project to another. Instead of configuring
moves, adds, and changes, techies spent
their day making new voice applications
available to employees.
Also, projects tend to evolve in an
eclectic manner. As users dabble with
new technology, they want to customize
it, which leads to additional development
time and costs. As a result, projects fre-
quently take longer and cost more than
original estimates.
Consequently, use of the ROI model
has been a bit inconsistent. In fact, when
asked if their firms go back and measure
the ROI of their IT projects six months
after the work is completed, 68 percent
of IT managers said "rarely" or "never,"
according to an International Data Corp.
survey. Additionally, nearly 75 percent
said their organizations do not have
formal payback processes in place for
measuring the return of their IT projects.
Better Ways to Spend Time and Money
A couple of factors contribute to the lack
of formal measurements. Focus is one
issue. IT/telecom managers are skilled in
technology, but many lack the business
experience needed to complete sophis-
ticated ROI calculations. In addition,
putting such checks in place requires
time and effort, and in many instances,
universities want employees to spend
their time and money in other ways.
Since many schools do not go
through a formal ROI process, funding
is secured in other ways. In some cases,
colleges list equipment purchases as a line
item in the annual budget. Here, the IT/
telecom manager makes purchases at his
or her discretion, although typically after
soliciting input from other departments.
Other times, the school does not have
any other choice. Equipment eventually
will come to the end of its life cycle, and
a new system will be needed, accord-
ing to Dr. Walt Magnussen, director for
telecommunications at Texas A&M Uni-
versity. In 2006, when the vendor began
phasing out A&M's legacy PBX system,
the university started to move to a new
voice over IP solution. )
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aJust Do lt
A number of other projects fit into simi-
1ar buckets. Vendors constantiy upgrade
their networking gear, so schools feel
obliged to make that change. The college
must add more bandwidth as employees,
facultn and students work with more in-
telligent end devices that support higher-
volume bandwidth applications-such as
video conferencing instead of simple text
messaging. \pical1y, the network is the
Iirst line of security, so colleges wil1ing1y
invest in various securitv solutions.
Finally, schools respond to user
demand. A Business Intelligence survey
found that close to 50 percent of organi-
zations invest in social media solutions
without conducting a formal ROI analy-
sis. In effect, they think they have to do it
because their users desire it.
"Wireless connections are important
on our campus," stated Florida's Good-
win. Founded in
1853, the univer-
a o o o a o o o o o a o sitYservesmore
than 60,000 stu-
Given the changes brought about by dents and is home
the emergence ol cloud and mobile, to 16 colleges and
new metrics are emerging that may tit more than 150
better with tT intrastructure nan ie :::i::1fi::1:
manafaeturing age's Rol lechnique. the past two years,
the university
added 500 wireless
access points to its
network in areas
where wireless
connections previously were not avail-
ab1e. The university now has 2, 1 00 access
points, offering service on virtually the
entire campus.
Moving Away lrom R0l
Even in the days when equipment
purchases were large and easy to identifl,
and control, the ROI approach produced
mixed resuits. Recently, the nature of IT
solutions has been changing in ways that
have the potential to further erode inter-
est in that traditional cost-justification
model. Cloud computing and BYOD
(bring your own device) do not involve
Iarge equipment purchases, nor are they
easy to monitor and control. As other
justification options emerge, ROI may
become even less popular in the coming
years.
Cloud computing helps budget
writers deal with one ongoing funding
headache: flnding money for person-
nel. "Getting approval for a $i00,000
server sometimes is easier than getting an
employee a $5,000 raise," joked Florida's
Goodwin. Schools will willingly pay to
expand wireless coverage, but they are
not as ready to add ongoing funding
for personnel needed to maintain the
system. With cloud, the vendor takes on
the maintenance functions, so managers
do not have to fret about asking lor more
personnel funding.
AIso with cloud, the unirersity no
longer purchases the device. Instead of a
large, up-front ac<luisition, schools pay
set monthly fees. Depreciation schedules
no longer apply because the college does
not own the infrastructure. In a growing
number of cases, IT/telecom departments
were already moving in this direction.
"Leasing has become a common rvay for
us to acquire our telecom systems," noted
Texas A&M's Magnussen. So, today's
managers have some familiarity with
cloud budgeting concepts.
lncreased Agility Creales Budgeting
Ghallenges
On the other hand, forecasting becomes
more complex with cloud. Flexibility is a
cloud attribute, so usage (which directly
correlates to cost) often ebbs and flows.
A school can dial up a cloud service, use
it for a few months, and then turn it off.
A higher education institution may need
extra bandwidth at the start and er-rd of a
semester but not as much during the rest
of the school year. Rather than set fees,
the flexibility results in volatile monthly
charges, which executives typically have
not experienced.
The BYOD movement is also chang-
ing IT equipment-purchasing dynamics.
Traditionally, IT departments controlled
the bulk of device spending. They bought
all of the hardware, software, and net-
work resources that users worked with.
BYOD alters that equation. Employees,
faculty, and students walk onto campus
with computers stuffed in their pockets.
They open the devices and then try to
access academic information via the
university network.
Once the user enters the network, the
college becomes responsible for his or her
interactions, and the traditional dividing
lines between school and personal data
become blurred. Network managers must
make sure that BYOD devices do not
pollute the school network with malware.
A1so, any information that users access
via the university network needs to be
protected because laws, such as FERPA
(Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act) and HIPAA (Health Insurance Por-
tability and Accountability Act of i996),
protect confidential information. But
liguring out what needs to be done and
how to pay for needed security checks for
mobile systems are challenges that many
administrators now grapple with.
A New Way ol Doing Business
Given the changes brought about by
the introduction of cloud and mobile
technologies. new melrics are emerging
that may ht better with IT infrastruc-
ture than the manufacturing age's ROI
technique. Ret urn on opportunity is one
fledgling model. Rather than focus on
how rnuch universities save by spending
on a big ticket item, this approach em-
phasizes how quickly new services can be
delivered. The notion here is that the IT
infrastructure either hinders or enables
a college as it tries to respond to new
opportunities. Investments that speed up
development will lead to better yields-
for instance, increasing the percentage of
accepted students actually coming to the
school in the fa1l.
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Return on percepllors is another
emerging technique. It attaches value to
one component of the marketing process:
perception. The idea is that students
interact with various schools, develop
positive and negative feelings about them,
and then share their experiences with
other people, increasingly online. This
approach concentrates on IT investments
that raise a college's social networking
profile. To use this method, a school first
needs to deploy monitoring tools for
social media conversations. Then it needs
to develop reporting tools that correlate
positive and negative comments to its
social networking initiatives.
These ideas are just two of dozens
of new ways to evaluate IT investments.
Higher-ed institutions could also look
at items such as how well the purchase
fits with the campus master p1an, risk
mitigation, and new educational oppor-
tunities (online, remote campus) that IT
projects could support. These approaches
become more university specific than the
horizontal ROI model. A college could
prioritize the different options, apply the
criteria to its various projects, and create
its own funding hierarchy.
Developing a strong business case
for telecom purchases has never been
easy, and the process has recently become
more complex. The types of purchases
being made are shifting away from large,
one-time expense items to small, short-
term expenditures. Techniques that rely
on models taken from the manufactur_
ing industry have not been universally
adopted and lately are showing signs of
age. Consequently, new techniques to help
schools prioritize their financing options
are emerging. The ROI model gained
limited acceptance, and the emergence of
these nascent models will further change
the way IT/telecom professionals do their
jobs.
Paul Korzeniowski is a freelance writer
whl specializes in communicatio,ns /ssues
and is based in Sudbury, Mass. He has
been writing about these issues for more
than two decades and can be reached at
paulkorzen@aol.com.
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The Voire of Entelprise Cloud
A monthly rcport on cloud communications
for the enterprise.
Visit us
Xffi$a':l:::
at www.cloudreseller.com and www.telecomreseller.com
Golleges Explore Ways to Gope with Bandwidth
Appetite while Facing Gonflicting Priorities
a
o
a
a
a
o
a
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Ihe Third Annual State of ResNet
Report reveals that with the explosion of
wireless connected devices and surg-
ing demands for "anytime, anywhere"
connectivity, campuses nationwide are
exploring ways to cope-all while trying
to resolve conflicting priorities' The need
for more planning, better communica-
tion and tighter security is being offset by
processes and resources that have not kept
pace, according to the rePort.
The 20 14 study is Published bY
ACUTA, The Nationai Association of
College and University Business Officers
(NACUBO), and the Association of Col-
lege and University Housing Officers- In-
ternational (ACUHO-I). This Report is
the third installment of a five-year study
to measure the pulse in ResNet practices
and policies in higher education. A
total of 509 surveys were completed,
representing 412 unique colleges and
universities. The number of stakeholders
analyzed this yearrvas almost double the
number analyzed in last year's report,
and extended beyond IT and Business
officers to inciude Housing officers.
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"schools are making strides in
providing better coverage and band-
width, but are grappling with a laundry
list of needs-holistic planning, better
communication between dePartments,
tighter security, etc.-while processes
like resource allocation and diagnostics
haven't kept pace," said Dee Childs, Chair
of the ACUTA Environmental Scanning
Committee and Chief Information Of-
ficer at the University of Alabama.
Key Insights from the report include:
. Popularity of mobile devices contin-
ues to rise. 75 percent of schools allow
an unlimited number of devices. Yet
bandwidth management is declining'
. 44o/o ofhousing officers are con-
cerned about the ability to meet future
ResNet demand, yet onlY 9% of IT
officers voice the same concern. And I in
5 respondents do not meet with their IT,
housing, or business counterparts at all.
. The number of those who out-
sourced or considered outsourcing some
or all ResNet services has increased from
22 percent to 32 percent.
. Fewer than 59 percent ofrespondents
provide coverage in residential halls, and
fewer than 20 percent provide mobility
outside of residential spaces.
. Security is top-ranked among business
officers, with 55 percent wanting more di-
agnostic information on security breaches.
. A vast majority expect costs to fund
wireless infrastructure to continue to rise,
but only 38 percent saw a budget increase,
and 10 percent saw a reduction in 2013.
The full report, available free at www.
acuta.org/resnet, provides further trends
and insights into higher ed's ResNet envi-
ronment.
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ClO and CFO Partnerships:
Understanding the Strategic Links
Working together makes identifying the
R0l a more manageable challenge
&.. rpon a time in a land far away, one
of my first chief financial colleagues told
me in somewhat colorful imagery that
technology is like a leak you can never
find and fix. Such words from a sage o1d
CFO to a then-young CIO were not very
encouraging. At the time, I took this as a
punch to my professional gut. Now, with
a few more years under my belt and a
better understanding of the bigger pic-
ture, I understand what he meant. He was
saying that technology is a costly resource
that has no real return on investment.
My job as a CIO was then (and is now)
to translate technology expenditures into
positive business and educational out-
comes to show a return on investments. I
Figure 1. Linkages in operational outcomes between the CFO and CIO
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hope I do a bit better job today than I did
back then.
CIOs of,en have trouble communicat-
ing and translating the linkages between
technology development and growth and
the overreaching institutional mission
and goals. Possibly most problematic,
CIOs have been resistant to working with
CFOs to develop a strong formula for
return on technology investments.
I am fortunate to have a very solid
relationship with our CFO here at Centre
College. It's certainly not the first time I
have had good colleagues in that seat, but
this positive relationship now definitely
helps me reflect on the good and bad
times.
Mutual respect between
the CFO and CIO as experienced
professionals is one of the keys to
a mutually benefi cial relationship.
Both must understand overarching
institutional goals and be committed
to seeing the strategic advantages of a
sound technology infrastructure and
the effective use of institutional data.
Best of all, we both must be actively
engaged in listening to the needs of
our institution and working together
to find new ways to use technology
to help people work most effectiveiy.
The key to a good partnership is
mutual respect and an understand-
ing that both parties want the same
success for the institution but have
different responsibilities in achieving
their common goals.
Dillerent Perspectives
Remember that the CIO and CFO
have different perspectives on
the same institutional success. Chief
information officers are focused on the
fundamental piilars of administrative
software and support systems that keep
the technology ships moving forward.
Secure transactional systems, networks
and software, telephony, institutional
data, data analytics, and all the services
that are key to keeping things working are
foremost on the CIO's mind. Most CIOs
struggle to find time to think strategically
about the future of technology on their
campuses and how new technology and
service needs will factor into budgets,
current infrastructure, support resources,
and efficiency.
On the other hand, chief financial
officers are generally focused on the
fundamental cash flow systems that the
institution relies on to keep the financial
ship moving forward. Payroll, invest-
ments, payables, receivables, purchasing
contracts, and facilities infrastructure
are all central things on the CFOs watch.
Most are also closely tied to the future
growth of the institution and balancing
the needs ofthe present operation with
the vision of the president and board of
trustees.
I have found success with my finan-
cial colleagues now and in the past when
we al1 honestly and completely share our
goals and challenges and work together
to find commonalities in our operational
areas. Now, more than ever before, CFOs
and CIOs share a symbiotic relationship
where one cannot do his or her work
without the other. In essence, if there
is no cooperation, one could starve the
other and, in turn, starve himself. CIOs
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and CFOs today must rely on each other
to successfully meet organizational goals.
Figure t helps illustrate a few of the
linkages in operationai outcomes be-
tween the CFO and CIO in an organiza-
tion. These links show how both parties
are reliant on each other to meet strategic
goals and outcomes for the overall
organization. Think of this as a sort of
"language translator"l
Translation ol the Linkages ls Key
If this seems like a Mars vs. Venus rela-
tionship, it's not. Both the CFO and the
CIO are trying to do the same things for
the organization: improve faculty/staff
efficiency, minimize faculty/staff down-
time, gather data analytics to make better
business decisions, and strive to be more
nimble to meet the changing needs of the
organization.
In higher education, we are also
focused on the ongoing service to our
primary stakeholders-students-and
our secondary stakeholders-trustees,
alumni, parents, and donors. This broad
variety of people with time, energy,
money-and sometimes heart-invested
in the institution constitutes a difficult
mix when it comes to satisfuing all the
different perceptions and realities of
institutional needs. The bottom line is to
answer the question, What is this invest-
ment of technology going to bring to the
institution's bottom line? Then the ques-
tion turns to how you determine what
the bottom llne is for your role.
For the CFO, it comes down primar-
ily to money and infrastructure: Are we
being good fiscal agents ofthe resources
under our purview? For the CIO, it
comes down to services: How well are we
providing systems and services to sup-
port the infrastructure of our business
operation, as well as the broader needs of
the institution's teaching, research, and
learning communities?
The key is in the translation of the
concepts. CIOs must understand their
responsibility to know strategic processes
and core needs of the organization. CFOs
must see the central need for technology
to be a catalyst in what they do each day
and how effective use of technology feeds
their business processes. They must meet
(often) and discuss how the institu-
tion's finite resources can be used most
effectively to achieve clear short- and
long-term goals and then be able to com-
municate these goals effectively to their
presidents and boards of trustees.
Understand the Pressules that the Other
Side(s) Faces
Presidents know leadership, relationships,
general business operations, and insti-
tutional vision. They also are primarily
charged with the bottom line-the fiscal
health ofthe institution. Trustees gener-
ally keep a check on these things, too, but
their focus, especially today in small col-
leges, is on efficient and effective strategic
operations.
Tiustees keep pressure on the presi-
dents and their CFOs to be responsible
with the resources of the institution. The
CFO has the tenuous position of walking
a tight rope between the hard-1ine ba1-
ance sheets of a purely business operation
and the much more ethereal demands of
a teaching and learning community of
faculty and students. It's not pretty, but
if CFOs can make concrete connections
between technology expenditures and
business outcomes, their jobs of report-
ing and justification become much easier.
A strong partnership between the
CIO and CFO consists of honest commu-
nication, transparent financial exchange,
and clear translation of expenditures to
outcomes. Another major key ingredient
is a mutual agreement on the outcomes
that are best for the needs of the institu-
tion. Many times, outcomes are not
defined or clear and just default to main-
taining the attitude of "do what you've
got to do in the cheapest way possible." It
is crucial that operational goals are dis-
cussed and expected strategic outcomes
are clear.
I am not suggesting that all CIOs need
an MBA, but I do believe that we all need
to have a much broader understanding of
institutional strategic business operations
and, especially today, a better business-
oriented approach to how we provide
technology services and why (in terms
of strategic institutional outcomes) we
spend funds on technology infrastruc-
ture.
With the requirements of federal, state,
and accreditation-related reporting
demands, as well as all the other com-
plexities of higher-educational operations
today, technology is obviously crucial
to our organizations and definitely has
figure 2. How good CF1/Cl0 paftnerships produce good institutional outclmes
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many obvious returns. In higher educa-
tion, specialized technology systems,
software, and knowledgeable support
are paramount to facultl. research and
teaching, as well as to students'scholar-
ship and development. We CIOs just har.e
to do a better job of communicatir-rg how
addressing these technological needs are
strategic and i[rtegral to the institutional
mission.
Doing thirrgs lrugally ut my institu-
tion is definitely smiled upon, but nor
at the expense of strong, reliable, and
effective services for all of our stakehold-
ers, especially our students. I believe that
a sense of excellence, responsibility, and
trust is a huge part of our approach. That
sense oftrust, excellence, and pride in
our \\,ork is led by our president and is a
clear responsibility for our CFO and for
me to adhere to, promote, and convey.
Concluding Thought
The next tirne you meet with your CFO,
prepare to locus on developing sonre
strategic institutional goals and outcomes
and a few of the previously mentioned
linkagcs.5how that rcturn on irrveslmenl
is a concern to you. It will not only build
trust with your colleagues but may also
change your perspective on your career.
Keith Fowlkes, MA, MBA, is Cl0 at Centre
College in Danville, Kentucky. Reach him
at ke ith.f owl kes@ce ntre. ed u.
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Ba.k;r, 1999, I made rhe switch from revenue, general funds, green dollars, net
and reconciliation was expected. AR? AP?
Olf to Wikipedia I went after every meet-
ing with the finance department. Aren't
all dollars green? Why ar6 some funds
general? Are others more specific? No
waitl I could do line-item breakdowns
on general funds ... hmmmmm.
As for reconciliation, it was very
similar to a giant checkbook that had
to balance across a 72-page spreadsheet
set. Amazingl My very patient new boss
spent hours explaining each item and
then began to ask me "simple" questions
such as, "What is that $174.36 for?" I
spent about ten hours trying to find that
alone.
Finally, I set my pride aside and asked
my father, a retired CPA, to look over the
72 pages.I remember his reply word-for-
word to this day: "You don't have a cost
problem, you have a revenue problem.
Get out there, meet your potential cus-
tomers, find out what they need, produce
it, and sell it. The costs will take care of
themselves when you have a revenue
stream."
Wonderful! Something that I knew
I could do well. With my background in
education and faculty development, I fo-
cused on developing a set ofprofessional
development products that were a good
value, meaningful, and easily customiz-
able. Much work needed to be done in
this area. I spent my time and talents
rebuilding the service offerings, including
the creation of an online learning team.
We ended that first year in the black
with a revenue growth of 212 percent.
Sure enough, the costs took care of them-
selves. The 5174.36 was a projector bulb,
and I'11 never dig that deep again for so
little gain. I went with my strengths.
As for my new boss, he was thrilled,
but rightfully continued to spend much
of the next five years helping me appreci-
ate what the budget could tell me. To-
gether we built more meaningful budgets
and reduced thoseT2 pages to about 30.
More important, six years later, we had
five times the staff, a diverse set of pro-
gram offerings, and 93 percent customer-
repeat rate. In my tenth year there, I was
appointed to the much-coveted divisional
budget committee. And yes, I'm very
glad that I made the decision that I did.
Cathy 0'Bryan is director of client sup-
port at lndiana University. Reach her at
caobryan@iu.edu.
Snapshot
My First Encounter with a Budgeting Process
director of technology for a large school
district on the north side of Chicago to
manager of a technical training unit at
a large "Big Ten" university. I was fully
prepared to be a small fish in a much
larger sea and to have a narrower area of
focus. My expertise in curriculum devel-
opment, instructional techniques, and
leadership of the instructional technol-
ogy transformation of the "typical class-
room" were focal points of great interest.
I was not prepared for the changes in my
fisca1 responsibilities-otherwise known
as budgeting and reconciliation.
Upon arrival, I discovered that I
had agreed to manage an entirely cost-
recovery unit that provided fee-based
technical training. One would think that
this would have come up in the inter-
view process. However, with my limited
knowledge of institutional lingo, I don't
believe it did. I can't say for sure. But
I can assure you that the fact that this
technical training unit had been in the
red for the previous five years to the tune
of five and six figures was not mentioned
once. My career decision would have
been different had I known that.
Upon arrival, I discovered that a
thorough working knowledge of AR, Ap,
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Funding lnformation Technology in Academia
services and technologies will change,
the income to support IT services has to
adjust as those changes occur. Since you
don't have unlimited resources, you can't
be everything to everyone. You need to
prioritize, maximize, and make deci-
sions as part of your overall technology
context-al institutional framework for
evaluati ng technology decisions.
Why You Need a Gontext
While some institutions have developed
a context when it comes to campus
master planning (commonly reflected in
a consistent look and feel to buildings on
campus), most institutions don't have
this same kind of context when it comes
to technology in general, much less to the
funding of technology. Without this con-
text, technology decisions are too often
made on an inconsistent, ad hoc basis.
This is partly because few schools have
gone through the process of determin-
ing the true costs of their IT services nor
have they developed a methodology for
recovering those costs. Consequently, we
find that many suffer from some or all of
the following maladies:
. While IT is acknowledged to be criti-
cal, the funding for technology services is
inadequate and/or unpredictable.
. Many schools recover voice costs
through telephone charges to users but do
not charge for other technology services.
. Budgeting for technology costs is not
all inclusive. Funding for system renewal
and replacement is often not included,
but should be.
. Data network electronics and cable
and wire infrastructure are in constant
need of improvement to ensure stability
and redundancy. There is often no identi-
fied funding source for this work.
. Budget cutbacks and increasing
demands for 6scal restraint are occurring
at the same time as the disappearance
of traditional revenue sources (such as
income from residence hall telephone
service).
. Traditionally separate services (voice,
data, and video) continue to converge.
Continued deployment of services such
as VoIP and video over IP have a direct
impact on support services such as help
desk, troubleshooting, and staffing.
. IT expenses often exceed income.
Budgets are balanced using depleting
reserves, and equipment replacement is
deferred.
. IT income frequently does not track
with expenses. For example, the data
net\,vork is often funded through flat
general allocations that are unrelated to
the growth or decline of the services pro-
vided or to the demand on IT resources.
. IT departments tend to be insuffi-
ciently staffed to meet growing expecta-
tions. While most IT departments do an
admirable job of keeping up with service
demands, increasing requirements can
eventually overburden the staff, raising
the potential for staff burnout and the
likelihood of losing key personnel.
. Many institutions charge for voice but
not for data and other IT services. This
will not continue to work as voice, data,
alarm, and video services continue to
converge.
So, how does one go about getting
to that predictable and controllable IT
funding model? )
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1 by Geoflrey C. Tritsch
Editjr's Note: The lollowing article is an abridged
and updated version of an afticle that appeared
in the Winter 2009 edition of the ACUTA Journal.
The o ri g i n al aft ic le (www. ac uta. o rg/wc m/acuta/
p dilj o 11 3 -5. pdt) i nc I u des ad d itio nal d i scu ssi o n
on charging metrics and pros and cons of an FTE
model.
4n institution needs a consistent,
holistic view of charging for technol-
ogy services-an algorithm that is fair
across all services and all departments.
Today's economic challenges, chang-
ing revenue sources, and trends toward
fiscal accountability necessitate a move
away from outdated funding models,
cross-subsidization, and unreliable
one-time capital allocations and toward
an approach based on the true cost of
each service, differentiated service levels,
and life-cycle funding. The need is for a
predictable and controllable IT funding
model that will do the following:
. Keep pace with rising demands for
technology services
. Provide pricing and funding strate-
gies that can scale to meet future needs
. Support cost-effective IT operations
. Provide a context for making IT
decisions
. Cover a wide range of clients and
services
. Be durable under the pressure of
changing demand and shifting services
. Address the technology objectives in
the university's strategic plan
That's a lot to ask of one, simple funding
model! But there's more.
The IT cost-recovery model also
becomes the framework for the ongoing
acquisition and management of new
technologies and applications. Given that
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First of all, keep in mind that much of
the benefit of developing funding models
is not the model; it's the process. The
process forces an in-depth consideration
of all of the technical, operational, and
political issues associated with what you
do, how you do it, and the benefits you
provide to the user community.
The model itself is a relatively
straightforward matter of allocating costs
to services. The complexity lies in devel-
oping an in-depth understanding ofyour
services and costs. Here's the process in a
nutshell:
l. Identify the specific services you pro-
vide and the components that make up
each service (dial tone, voicemail, wired
data, wireless, etc.).
2. Identifz the expenses associated with
each service, including staff time.
3. Add in anyapplicable expenses not
presently addressed within present budgets.
4. Estimate depreciation schedules to
fund future expansion and replacement.
These should be based on capital cost and
uselul life of the applicable equipment.
5. Identifii new services expected to be
implemented within the time frame of
the project and allocate those across the
services
6. Roll up the identi6ed services into
"chargeable" user services. Remember
that not all services are chargeable. For
example, DNS, DHCR and LDAP are
all services that you provide, but none
are chargeable. These "pseudo-services"
need to be rolled up into a logical data
network or data access charge.
7. Estimate the growth or decline in
services and changes in costs over your
planning horizon.
8. Identifiu current revenue sources and
cost offsets.
9. Develop rates and cost-recovery strat-
egies as applicable.
Once you have accomplished the
above, you should be able to plot a matrix
of costs against chargeable services. The
complicated part is making the decisions,
such as how to roll up and allocate the
costs for the underlying, shared services
(such as DHCP) and how to allocate time
for people who serve multiple functions.
Additionally, it makes sense at this point
to develop an approach that will deal
with future services as well.
There are a number of cost-recovery
options, each with pros and cons. Here
are the major arguments for charging for
services:
. Charging shifts responsibility to the
departmental level. This is not desirable.
. It makes the "cost causers" the "cost
payers."
. It makes users aware of the cost of
technology.
. It controls costs by eliminating the "if
it's free, I'11 take ten" mentality.
Here are the major points against
charging:
. The services are required by virtue of
the academic mission and are therefore
considered to be critical core services.
' Services should be provided based
on need, not on budget. Less well funded
departments suffer if they must pay for
services.
. Provision ofservices without charg-
ing saves the cost of management and
tracking systems.
Whether or not you charge, there are
a number of different ways to approach
technology cost allocation (by port, by
traffic, by head count, etc.). There really
is no "right" or "wrong" way to do all this;
it is primarily a matter of what works
best for you in the long run. Whether or
not you charge, base IT cost allocations
on the true costs of services as if IT were
a stand-alone business responsible for its
own profits and losses.
An appropriate cost allocation/cost-
recovery algorithm must be:
. Objective. The "measurables" should
be unbiased and the formula fixed in
advance.
. Simple.It must be easy to perform the
measurements, apply the formula, and
bill those who are going to pay for spe-
cific services (assuming billing is going to
be done).
. Transparenf. Concerned parties
should be able to comprehend the logic
and the formula and be assured that the
values are correct and the formula ap-
propriately applied.
' RelevanL Measurables should cor-
relate with cost.
. Manageable. It should be easy to keep
up-to-date as things change.
. Reasonable. Amounts recovered
should not exceed full costs, or if cross
subsidizing is necessary, the logic should
be understood.
. Growth-oriented.lt should be easy to
reallocate costs as the network expands or
services change.
. Encouraging of desired behavior.
Approaches used should encourage be-
haviors that are beneficial to the institu-
tion as a whole and discourage those that
are detrimental.
. Viable long-term.It should continue
to be applicable into the future.
Gonclusion
The good news is that the process (as
painful as it might be) offers the op-
portunity to educate senior management
and the campus community on what it
really costs to deliver technology services
and to firmly establish the value that
technology has on campus. There is an
increasing demand for technology ser-
vices and resources due to the increased
role of information technology. However,
without significant thought to funding,
IT will not be able to meet the long-term
goals of the institution, implement new
technologies, or even continue to ad-
equately support the current technologies
already on campus.
Geoffrey C. Tritsch is a principal with
Vantage Technology Consulting Group.
Vantage is an independent consulting firm
specializing in the strategic application 0f
technology in higher education, health-
care, and the public sector (VantageTcG.
com).
Special thanks t0 Mike Grunder, former
ACUTA president, now also with Vantage,
for his help in editing this article.
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Everything Old Is New Again
lssues at the FCC 2014 and into 2015
Ihe rCC has a full agenda, with issues
touching on nearly every area it regulates,
many of them involving long-standing
proceedings. This article reviews the key
items on that agenda from the perspec-
tive of ACUTA members.
Network Neutrality
In )anuary 2014, the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals issued a split decision on the FCC's
20 1 0 network neutrality order. The court
upheld the FCC's authority to adopt
rules and the "transparency rule," which
required Internet service providers to
disclose information about their services
(including terms and conditions, speeds
and network management practices), but
it overturned the FCC's antidiscrimina-
tion and no-blocking rules, even while
leaving a path for the FCC to re-adopt
similar rules.
The FCC responded by issuing a
notice of proposed rulemaking on May
15,2014. The notice proposes requiring
more disclosures under the transpar-
ency rule, including information useful
to content and application providers. It
also proposes modified antidiscrimi-
nation and no-blocking rules, using a
standard that would not necessarily stop
Internet service providers from offering
preferred service to content and applica-
tion providers that are willing to pay ex-
tra. The notice also asks for comment on
ways to prohibit these kinds of "fast lane"
arrangements, including treating Internet
access as a common carrier service.
FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler would
like to adopt new rules by the end of
2014, but that may be difficult. The
comment period for the new rules ends
on September 10, which would not leave
much time to write what will be a fairly
complex decision, or for the Democratic
FCC commissioners to negotiate about
what regulations they can agree to adopt.
Chairman Wheeler also would like to
preempt state limits on municipally-
operated broadband networks. This
proposal originally was to be included in
the network neutrality rulemaking, but it
now appears that there will be a separate
proceeding.
!P Transition
As many players in the telephone
industry have said, the transition from
traditional telephone service to Internet
Protocol-based service already is under-
way, but that does not mean that the
underlying regulatory issues have been
decided. The FCC is much closer to the
beginning of the process than the end.
In lanuary, the FCC decided to accept
applications for "experiments" to explore
how the transition would affect custom-
ers. Applications were filed by AI&T and
Iowa Network Services. The FCC was
scheduled to act on those applications at
its May meeting, but did not, so it is not
clear when they will be approved. The
FCC also plans to accept applications
for experiments targeting rural areas; it
received more than 1,000 expressions of
interest from parties that may wish to
participate.
The FCC has not decided any of the
basic issues concerning the transition.
These issues include the regulatory model
for IP-based telephone service 
- 
the tra-
ditional common carrier model, a hands-
off approach or something in between;
how service providers will interconnect;
and how the transition of customers to
IP-based service will be handled. These
decisions are not expected to be made
until 20 I 5, or possibly later.
lntercarrier Gompensation
The appeal of the FCC's 201 I Universal
Service Fund/Intercarrier Compensation
Transformation Order was decided on
May 22,2014. The U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Tenth Circuit turned back all of
the challenges to the order, and upheld all
of the FCC's rules.
The transition adopted in 201 1
continued during the appeal. This means
that access rates are being ratcheted down
each fuly 1, with corresponding increases
in the Access Recovery Charge that is
supposed to fill much of the revenue gap
for local telephone companies. The FCC
also continues to make small adjustments
to the rules, most recently in an order at
the end of March 2014.
In 2011, the FCC asked for comment
on several issues that were not decided in
the original order, including treatment of
originating access rates and toll free calls
and what interconnection rules should
applyto lP-based services. In the case of
IP interconnection, the activity has shift-
ed to the IP transition proceeding, but
the other issues are stagnant. The FCC
may have been waiting for the results of
the appeal before moving forward.
Universal Service
The FCC also continues to implement
the universal service elements of the
Transformation Order, which focused
on service in high cost areas. Funding
under Phase I of the program continues'
including auctions to support wireless
service via the Mobility Fund. The FCC
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continues to work on Phase II, which
requires completion of cost models and
is supposed to include auctions for all
services. However, no timing has been
announced, and questions remain about
which providers will be eligible.
The universal service elements of the
20 1 1 order also were subject to the appeal
that was decided in May. As it did for
the intercarrier compensation rules, the
court upheld the FCC's revised universal
rules in their entirety.
The FCC is working to modernize
the Schools and Libraries Program, in
coordination with President Obama's
ConnectED imitative. The FCC has set
a goal of freeing $2 billion annually for
broadband deployment, largely through
changes in the eligible services and new
efficiencies in the procurement process.
For instance, the FCC is considering
eliminating subsidies for paging service
and wants to encourage schools and
libraries to purchase services through re-
gional or statewide consortia, rather than
individual contracts. The FCC asked for
"focused comment" on these issues in
March but has no specific date for action.
The FCC has not taken any new
action on Lifeline service other than
implementing its last major order. There
are no significant proceedings pending,
and no meaningful changes are expected.
Spectrum
The most important spectrum-related
proceeding at the FCC is the broadcast
incentive auction. The FCC set the basic
rules for that auction at its May 2014
meeting. The FCC will conduct two
auctions simultaneously 
- 
a reverse auc-
tion in which television station owners
will sell spectrum rights and a forward
auction in which wireless companies
will buy the spectrum freed up by the
broadcasters. The reverse auction will
use a "descending clock" format, where
the price to be paid will go down as the
auction continues. The forward auction
will be a standard, high-bid-wins auction.
However, the FCC adopted bidding limits
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to preserve some licenses for wireless
companies that do not hold any low-
band spectrum. The rules also set aside
spectrum for unlicensed use, much of it
in the "duplex gap" between uplink and
downlink spectrum for wireless service.
The process of repacking television
stations to create contiguous spectrum
blocks will end by 39 months after the
completion of the auction.
The FCC also continues to look for
spectrum in other bands. Late in March
2014,it reallocated about 150 MHz in the
5 GHz band to unlicensed services, and
it proposed to open up more spectrum
in that band. The FCC is considering
rules to rework the 3.5 GHz band and to
accommodate unlicensed services. Ac-
tion on both of these proceedings could
happen in late 2014, although it is more
likely to occur in 20 1 5. There also is an
ongoing effort to obtain spectrum now
assigned to federal government agencies,
although there is considerable uncer-
tainty about what spectrum wiil be made
available and when.
Booslers, Repeaters, and DAS
Last year's booster and repeater rules are
now in effect, after a delay at the request
of manufacturers that had been unable to
get equipment approved by the FCC by
the original deadline. All boosters must
be registered with wireless providers, and
wireless providers must permit the use
of consumer boosters that meet specific
technicai standards.
The FCC is considering how to speed
up wireless deployment, including modi-
fring its environmental rules for antenna
installations that are unlikely to have an
environmental impact. This proceed-
ing also includes questions concerning
deployment of boosters and distributed
antenna system (DAS). A decision is pos-
sible late in2014.
Reliability and Resiliency
Although reliability and resiliency were
a significant focus followingthe 2012
derecho storm and Hurricane Sandy, that
focus has dissipated. The FCC released
an order on 9t 1 reliability issues in De-
cember 2013, requiring providers of 91 1
services to take steps to maintain reliabil-
ity and to certif| annually that they meet
these requirements. However, no other
specific action is pending, and the FCC
stopped the public hearings that it began
in early 20 I 3. It is unlikely that reliability
and resiliency will get significant attention
unless there is another natural disaster
that has an impact on communications
infrastructure or 911.
Transactions
Chairman Wheeler has taken an aggres-
sive stance on some matters reiating to
transactions. He has discouraged a poten-
tial Sprint-T-Mobile transaction (a very
unusual step) and has pushed forward
with an order intended to discourage local
marketing arrangements between televi-
sion stations in the same market.
Several signifi cant transactions are
also under consideration by the FCC. The
two largest transactions are the acquisi-
tion of Time Warner Cable by Comcast
and the acquisition of DIREC-TV by
AI&T. Both transactions raise significant
questions about concentration in the
communicationsbusiness. Comcasthas
tried to address those questions through
a series of voluntary commitments, such
as agreeing to comply with the FCC's old
network neutrality rules if the transac-
tion is approved, and through divestiture
of cable subscribers to Charter and a new
company that will be independent of both
Comcast and Charter.
Unlike the Comcast-Time Warner
transaction, the AI&T-DIREC-TV trans-
action would eliminate some competition
in the video market because of overlap
with AT&T's U-verse service. However,
AT&T also is offering voluntary commit-
ments, including expansion of its broad-
band service to 15 miltion additional
households and its own network neutral-
ity commitment. It is likely thar borh
of these transactions will be approved,
although FCC action may not take place
untii 2015.
The FCC also is considering a series
of smaller telecommunications-related
transactions, including the sale of AT&T's
1ocal telephone business in Connecticut
to Frontier. In general, these transactions
are expected to be approved.
Longer-Term 0utlook
The FCC's agenda for 2074 and early
2015 is already fairly full, and existing
proceedings likely will engage most of its
capacity for major action. Thus, the FCC
is not likely to have any major new initia-
tives, though there are some areas where
additional activity is possible.
First, there is increasing pressure on
the FCC, much of it from Netflix, to look
into interconnection between Internet
service providers. Chairman Wheeler has
said that this question is separate from
network neutraiity, but it is an area of
increasing dispute, as well as a potential
cause of much of the apparent conges-
tion on the Internet, as the capacity of
connections between Internet service
providers and intermediary companies.
like Level 3, does not expand fast enough
to account for traffic growth. This is-
sue could become part of the network
neutrality proceeding or spawn a separate
inquiry.
Second, the FCC maintains a focus
on ensuring that long-distance calls get
through to rural customers. The FCC is
implementing an order requiring reports
on rural call completion adopted in
November 2013, despite protests from
affected telephone companies that the
rules are too burdensome. Once the
reports start to be filed, it is likely that the
FCC will take enforcement action against
carriers that it thinks do not complete
calls to all customers.
Chairman Wheeler's tenure also has
included several examples of"soft" regu-
lation to address consumer issues. The
most prominent example was the pres-
sure he placed on the wireless industry to
adopt new policies for unlocking mobile
telephones. This pressure resulted in a
voluntary agreement to make it easier
fot consumers to take phones from one
carrier to another. It is likely that similar
efforts will continue across the industries
regulated by the FCC.
J.G. Harrington is currently special
counsel at the Washington, D.C., law
firm of Cooley LLP. He has represented
te le ph o ne, m ob i le com m u nicati o ns, cable
television, and new technologies clients
on federal and state regulatory issues and
has worked with other clients to address
issues that arise in their interactions with
service providers and regulators. He has
developed special expertise in matters re-
lati ng to te lecom m u n icatio ns co m petition,
regulatory issues affecting new technolo-
gies, broadband services, privacy, inter
carrier compensation, universal service,
telephone interconnection, and telephone
and cable rate regulation. Reach J.G. at
j g h a r ri n gto n @co o I ey. co m.
Galendar of Events
Boston Park Plaza Hotel
Track 1. Trends in Service and Technology Delivery
Track 2. Securing 0ur Connected Environments
Winter Seminar . January 25-28,2015 . Anaheim, CA
Disneyland Hotel
Track 1. Exploring ldentity and Access Management Strategies
frack2. The Ever-Evolving Realm of Mobility
44th Annual Conference & Exhibition
April 1 9-22,2015 . Atlanta, GA
Hyatt Regency
Educational Presentations. Professional Networking ' Exhibit Hall
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2}l4Award Winners
At the Annual Conference each year, ACUTA is proud to recognize some members who have contributed
their time and talents in very special ways. Here are three people who were honored in 2014 for giving their
best efforts to strengthen ACUTA and make the association more valuable for everyone.
Bill D. Morris Award
Simeon Ananou
Salisbury University
The Bill D. Morris Award represents ACUTAs highest level of recognition for an
individual member. The recipient, in the estimation of the president, exemplifies
the dedication, vision, professionalism, and Ieadership that ACUTAs 17th president,
Bill Morris, brought to this organization many years ago.
At the Annual Conference in Dallas, as he introduced Dr. Simeon Ananou as the
recipient of this award for 2014, ACUTA President Dr. Ron Kovac remarked, "Dr.
Ananou exemplifies the true spirit of ACUTA. He has shown, through his accom-
plishments on the board of directors and various committees, the qualities of true
leadership. We are proud to have him serve the association with us on the board
and hope he continues to be a vital part of ACUTA for years to come."
Over the past 18 years, Simeon has played an important role in the direction of
ICT and IT in general at a number of institutions of higher education. He currently
serves as the CIO at Salisbury University. He has served on numerous ACUTA com-
mittees including the Web Portal Task Force, the Program Committee, the Mentor-
ing and Career Development Thsk Force, and the Membership Experience Commit-
tee. Simeon holds a D.Ed. from Indiana University of Pennsylvania, an MBA from
Baker College, and a BA from The Ohio State University.
ACUTA is pleased to recognize the winner of the Bill D. Morris Award, ACUTA
Director at Large Simeon Ananou.
President Ron Kovac presented the Bill D. Morris Award to Simeon
Ananou at the Annual Conference.
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The ACUTA awards program is just one of many benefits of the association. If you know a campus that is not
a member of ACUTA, invite them to become a part of the network. Although your invitation to your peers is
much more significant, the office staff will be happy to follow up on your suggestions for new members at any
time. fust call Joanie Profitt at B59l72l-1658 or email jprofitt@acuta.org.
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Thanks to Windstream tor
sponsoring the Buth A.
Michalecki Leadership Award
and the Jeri Semer Volunteer
Becognition Award.
Ruth A. Michalecki Leadership Award
|oseph E. Harrington
Boston College
Since 2001 this award has recognized outstanding leadership among the ACUTA membership. The award honors the memory of
ACUTA Past President Ruth A. Michalecki of the University of Nebraska Lincoln for her leadership of ACUTA and the communi-
cations technology profession.
The person selected for this award:
. Motivates and fosters collaboration to accomplish the goals, objectives, and mission of his or her institution
or company
. Actively participates in the education, professional development, and mentoring of other professionals
. Demonstrates initiative in creating programs, projects, or activities that impact the community, and
. Engages in activities that directly benefit ACUTA or the broader higher education community.
This year's winner, loe Harrington, is Director of Network Services at Boston College, where he has been for
over 20 years. Joe's casual but forward-thinking spirit is one of many characteristics that make him shine in any
leadership role. His department's central responsibility is to constantly maintain, upgrade, and expand the physical
plant while protecting this substantial investment and core business. Joe has served in the IT/communications
profession for over 30 years.
He has been active in ACUTA for the past 10 years in roles such as State Coordinator, member of the Awards
Committee and the Membership Committee, and Director-at-Large before his election to the ACUTA presidency.
As President, Joe led the way to forming the Jeri SemerVolunteer Service Award. He developed and worked with the Board, com-
mittee chairs, and ACUTA staff to form a Committee Collaboration Thsk Force so committees could better collaborate and share
information.
We are pleased to recognize |oe, who personifies the values and characteristics of a leader in every way.
Ieri Semer Volunteer Recognition Award
Christian Boniforti
Lym University
In its third year, this award is granted to a subcommittee chair, committee or subcom-
mittee member, institutional or corporate affiliate member, associate or emeritus mem-
ber who has provided extraordinary service during the year. The award is named after
the late Jeri Semer, ACUTA Executive Director 1994-2011, who saw the future of the
organization reflected in its active members and did much to foster the growth of our
extensive volunteer program.
Chris Boniforti, CIO at Lynn University, has been a member of the ACUTA Member-
ship Experience Committee (MEC) and the Young Professionals Subcommittee. This year
he led the Department of Homeland Security Collaboration Working Group, a subgroup Mar'ia Adkisson of Windstream (left) and ACUTA lmmediate Past President
formed within the MEC to find ways for ACUTA to collaborate with the DHS. As the Jennifer van Horn ioined chris Boniforli as he accepted the award'
leader of this working group, he chaired several conference calls throughout the year that included not only MEC members and
ACUTA staff but also Department of Homeiand Security employees.
During this time, he ied the group to propose three new initiatives to the Board of Directors and then volunteered to be the
ACUTA representative on the DHS Industrial Control Systems |oint Working Group as well as to chair the newly approved Cyber
Security Thsk Force. His appointment to the ICSJWG began in ]anuary 2014, and solicitation for members to join the ACUTA
Cybersecurity Thsk Force will begin soon. In addition to these two appointments, he also assisted with selecting resources to be dis-
played and wrote copy for the cybersecurity resource section of the website, which will be announced after the Cybersecurity Task
Force is formed.
None of these new initiatives would have been possible if not for his extra effort driving the DHS collaboration working Group'
Chris has truly gone above and beyond to serve ACUTA and bring forward new ideas and opportunities that will benefit the entire
ACUTA membership' 
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For University lT, Success Starts at Home
Compass Direction Points
. Clear role definitions matter. Having clear definitions is critical for the
success of IT organizations and the educational institutions they serve. IT
organizations with clear role definitions are twice as successful as those with
unclear role definitions.
' Operating models are also important. Developing a program to review and
improve the IT operating model yields success.
. Process is your friend. Focus on outcomes and keep it simple. Engaging
your teams to regenerate more effective processes will start you on the path to
top-tier success.
Efor many univer:ities and educational
institutions, "process" is a dirty word.
Universities thrive on the rough-and-
tumble exchange of ideas, and IT depart-
ments within them are frequently char-
acterized by the same culture. In man1,
respects, this is a positive thing: Educa-
tional institutions are often ahead of the
pack when it comes to the innovative use
of technology. But this lack of process,
role definition, and structure can hurt
university IT departments when it comes
to meeting defined goals and delivering
on broader university requirements. This
report reviews operational best practices
and their success correlation, based on
Nemertes' benchnrark data.
by Johna Till Johnson
Figure 1. the Hierarchy of lT Success
Top Trends
. The Operating Model Rules. Clarity
of role dehnition and the operating
model are the foundations of a success-
fu1 IT organization. As IT leaders-par-
ticularly at educational institutions--we
often put the health and well being of the
operating model on a back burner while
focusing on responsiveness to the needs
of professors, departments, and students.
But making the time to focus on operat-
ing models has been demonstrated to
deliver clear benefits.
. Process Will Set You Free. As noted,
"process" is often a dirty word, particu-
iarly at educational institutions that prize
innovation and a "get-er-done" mental-
ity. But implementing good processes
can free an IT organization from wasted
effort and never-ending projects. What's
a "good" process? One that's clear, well-
documented, and simple.
. Cer-rtralizingManagement.Central-
ized management alone is not necessarily
going to improve IT success-but having
consistent management information
from which to make decisions that miti-
gate risk and lead investment decisions is
kev to improving IT success. University
IT departments should focus on having a
"single p.rne of gla>s" to view operations
across the institution.
The Operating Model Rules
A: noted, having an ellective operating
model is a critical part of IT success. But
what, exactly, is an "operating model"?
The operating model consists of several
elements:
. Roles and responsibilities
. Ir,Iethods and processes for how ser-
vice is delivered
. Interactions betn'eenorganizations
including handoffs
These elements build on each other to
provide the foundation for a success-
ful IT organization. Figure I shows the
hierarchy of dependency.
Role Delinitions are Key
Role definitions are more than job
descriptions or lists oftasks to be ac-
complished by a function. Both of those
are very static views. A clear definition
should be dynamic, meaning that it
includes how responsibilities will change
over time to adapt to the dynamics of the
organization. In adapting, the definitions
need to dccounl for changes in processes
that surround the technology lifecycie.
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This is particularly important in univer-
sity environments, which often prize agil-
ity and require the ability to make rapid
changes in roles and responsibilities.
And it really is that simple: IT organiza-
tions with the best role definitions are
the most successful. The better the level
of role definition, the stronger the IT
success.
There is nearly a two-fold better success
rating for those with strong role defini-
tions (highly successful) than those who
have less well-defined role definitions
(somewhat successful).
The implications are clear: The better
a colleague knows his role and how it
relates to other roles in context, the more
effective is the entire organization. This
does not mean adopting a strong "com-
mand and control" structure-which is
anathema to many university organiza-
tions. Rathet the goal is a flat, collegial
environment in which everyone has a
defined role and understands when and
where to hand off to his or her col-
leagues.
Clear role definitions thus yield two
practical advantages: First, they enable
success within the university environ-
ment, which typically prizes collegiality
ahead of hierarchy. And second, because
IT managers aren't involved in issuing
top-down commands, they're freed up
to focus on more strategic initiatives that
are higher priority to the university. The
success of the operating model also has a
strong linear correlation to IT success.
The operating model expands beyond
role definition to include all of the
processes and interactions that allow an
IT organization to deliver services. IT
Information Library (ITIL) frameworks
can be part of this, but they are a tool,
not an operating environment. A suc-
cessful operating model goes beyond the
delivery of technology to the end user.
It includes understanding the real cost
of technology, what the project and pro-
gram overhead of service delivery are and
how the IT budget is built. All of these
inform the ability to prioritize strategic
initiatives, make correct sourcing deci-
sions and to manage the technology risk
through the lifecycle.
There is a high degree of dependency
between the elements of the operating
model. We asked the IT executives what
they would do to make their operating
model more successful. (Please see Figure
2.) The mix is even at 40 percent each
for improvements in defining roles and
improving processes. IT leadership knows
what ails them. What leadership doesn't
understand is how important these issues
are to IT success. IT leadership focuses
on maintaining the current infrastruc-
ture and meeting budget commitments.
Changing processes that "aren't broken"
may seem like a secondary effort, but our
research shows that it is not.
In a nutshell, managing IT is really about
managing risk-operating risk and/or
financial risk. A well-defined operating
model provides the touch points and
processes to do the most effective risk
management.
Process Will Set You Free
For all the right reasons, process has
become a four-letter word in IT, particu-
Iarly in a university environment. And
it's true: process has often been overused
to the point of becoming a roadblock
rather than an enabler. The notion if a
little is good then more is better has been
applied, but it doesn't work for an IT
organization.
Therefore, having clear processes is key,
but the processes need to be simple and
easily understood-and documented.
Fundamentally, having clear processes
is critical to IT success. There is strong
correlation between operating models
and well-defined processes. The linkage
is simple. If the operating model, which
includes role definition, is a powerful
indicator of IT success and clear process
definitions are a dependency for operat-
ing model success, then IT success is
leveraged on how well the processes are
documented and understood.
Process is possibly the most dynamic
substrate within the operating model-a
Figure 2. What Can Make Your operating Model M,re
Successful?
r
Resou rces
3.3%
Figure 3. What Can Make lT More Successful?
process should be reviewed often, and
modified or jettisoned if it's no longer
effective. Our benchmark data indicates
that a nine-month review cycle is optimal
for doing process review.
However, it's worth noting that not
every process need be reviewed on this
cycle: IT leaders tend to review only a
subset of processes during each review
cycle, meaning that it takes two to four
years to go through the whole mix. They
also informed us that the goal was to
simpliff and clarifr-to address the gaps
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Figure 4. What Can Make Central Management More
Successtul?
Training i : StrategicSourcing
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in the processes that were uncovered in
normal operations or make adjustments
based on new tools and new technology
deployment. Unsurprisingly, 44 percent
of IT leaders said process improvements
as their top priority-making it the single
most important success factor for I!
ahead even ofincreased investment (24
percent) or improved service delivery (32
percent). (See Figure 3.)
Centralizing Management
As the technology we deploy becomes
more integrated across technical disci-
plines, the importance of a good manage-
ment methodoiogy continues to increase.
The health ofthe infrastructure as well
as all justification for investment in
infrastructure start with the monitoring
and metrics that come from a working
management service.
With a clean operating model and great
processes, the fina1 step to making IT
successful is managing the infrastructure.
That said, centralized management does
not correlate to IT success. However,
centralized management does correlate
with operating model success.
And once again, it all comes back to
process improvement: 70.1 percent of
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benchmark participants identi$r process
improvement as the biggest need for
improving operating model success. (See
Figure 4.)
The takeaway? Focus on centraiizing
management, if it's appropriate for your
gnyil6nrnsnl-but only after you've
reworked your role definitions and devel-
oped a program for regularly reviewing,
assessing, and simplifring your processes.
Recommendations
It's clear that lT departments in gen-
eral-and university IT departments in
particular-need improvement when it
comes to operating models, processes,
and management. But what to do? Here-
with, some recommendations based on
Nemertes' work with educational institu-
tions and others:
1. Engage your customers. Sit down
with a department-preferably one that
you already have a good relationship
with-and ask where IT might improve
from a process perspective. Gather their
insights and comments, and bring it back
to the team for review and discussion.
2. Based on that feedback, select an area
for improvement. Review the roles and
responsibilities of the team. This process
can involve several tools including a
functional analysis of tasks and/or a use
case scenario to identiS, gaps. Look at the
processes and ask yourself these ques-
tions:
a. Do we know what process is the
most important (most used)?
b. Is the process as simple as possible,
but no simpler?
c. Can someone who doesn't under-
stand the process read it and know what
to do?
d. Do you know all the groups who
need to be involved in or aware of this
process?
e. Do all those groups know that they
are involved?
This review will lead to a series of
improvement options, which can be
prioritized and made into an action plan.
The key is to make this an opportunity
to involve your team in creating the
processes, giving them ownership and
authority.
3. Now focus on management.
a. What management information
are you currently collecting?
b. Is there additional management
information that could be collected?
c. What is the value of the informa-
tion we're collecting?
d. How can we be sure we're reporting
on metrics that matter to departments
and the university as a whole?
e. Does this information let me know
when I have to make an investment deci-
sion?
f. Does the information give an
insight into risk and how to mitigate it?
g. Can the information be shown to a
non-lT leader and be understood?
h. Does the information represent
university priorities?
The bottom line: The operating
model is critical to IT success. It has to be
a high priority for any IT leader-par-
ticuiarly within a university.
Johna Till Johnson, CE] of Nemertes
Research. Reach her at client-services@
nemertes.com.
Benchmark Methodology
Nemertes conducted 205 interviews with
lT professionals at 182 companies 0r
organizations to compile its 201 3-2014
benchmark.
Nemertes analysts c0nducted in-depth
interviews, ranging in duration from 30
minutes to five hours (not always in a sin-
gle phone cail), with all of the benchmark
participants. We also conducted several
short follow-up calls 0r exchanged emails
to clarify and augment data. During inter-
views, each analyst asked a pre-planned
list of questions to ensure we asked the
questions consistently. Many questions
are 0pen-ended, providing an opportunity
for our participants to prlvide their own
u n b iased i n si g ht and obse rvati o ns.
Abo ut N e me rtes Researc h
Nemertes Research is a research-advisory
and strategic-consulting firm that special-
izes in analyzing and quantifying the busi-
ness value of emerging technotogies. you
can learn more about Nemertes Research
at 0 u r We bs ite : http ://www. n em e rtes. c0 m.
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TelePresence at Marist College
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Marist College's president and board of
trustees recognized early on that IT would
be used in teaching, learning, and schol-
arship to distinguish itself from other
liberal arts colleges. Hence, IT has long
been a part of Marist's vision statement,
as well as the college's strategic p1an.
ldentilying the Need
Marist needed to better communicate and
collaborate with geographically dispersed
academic programs and business and
research partners, without sacrificing the
benefi t of face-to-face meetings-while
staying within the budget.
Marist has been successfully using
primarily asynchronous online technolo-
gies in the college's distance-education
programs, and faculty began to require
real-time collaboration capabilities,
particularly for joint research partner-
ship activities. Faculty and administrators
participating in these studies had to travel
extensively to meet and collaborate with
various research and business partners,
costing time and money. Marist began
using other Web conferencing solutions
as alternatives [o face-to-face meetings.
But it soon discovered that although these
technologies had their role in real-time
communication, they were a low-quality
substitute for face-to-face meetings that
facilitate close collaboration, decision
making, or relationship building.
The college also needed a better way
to support its increasing global footprint.
In support of Marist's mission of "help-
ing students develop the intellect, char-
acter, and skills required for enlightened,
ethical, and productive lives in the global
community of the 2 l st century," Marist
established an ofEcial branch campus,
Marist-LdM, in Florence, Italy. Partnering
with Istituto Lorenzo de'Medici (LdM),
Marist offers several bachelor degrees, a
master's degree program, a study-abroad
Freshman Florence Experience, tradi-
tional semester study abroad for Marist
juniors and seniors, and the pre-coliege
program for rising high school juniors
and seniors. In alignment with its stra-
tegic goal to "maintain a distinctive and
cohesive Marist Community at campus
sites, online, and abroad," many Marist
faculty and administrators travel to the
Florence campus several times a year to
provide administrative and academic
support, increasing the strain on the
budget and on employee productivity.
The college also wants to provide
high-end, real-time collaboration tools
that are easily accessible at a low cost for
1ocal community members and business
startups. In order to stay competitive,
today's businesses need to build partner-
ships and expand their market segments,
but many do not have access to effec-
tive collaboration tools, resulting in lost
opportunities. As a high-tech hub for
applied research, business incubation,
and technology transfer, Marist received
a $3 million grant in 2013 to
support the New York State
Cloud Computing and Ana-
lltics Center at the college
as part of Governor Andrew
Cuomo's Regional Economic
Development initiative.
Marist's network infra-
structure is largely composed
of Cisco Systems' compo-
nents, so the IT division
assessed Cisco's videoconfer-
encing solutions. They deter-
mined that Cisco's TelePres-
ence system, with life-size,
ultra-high-defi nition video
and spatial audio system, was
an effective substitute for the
face-to-face experience. Thus
Cisco's TelePresence system
was introduced as a proposed project to
those at Marist who would benefit from
access to such immersive video technol-
ogy: academic deans, heads of major
departments, the office of admissions,
and the Marist Institute of Public Opin-
ion. The piiot group quickly realized the
benefits of the system to the institution
and began developing use cases.
Getting Started
At Iirst, it appeared that the cost ofthe
system would be a major barrier. At the
same time, however, the opportunity
arose to obtain an economic develop-
ment grant from Central Hudson Gas
and Electric Corporation in Hudson
Valley. The final approval was obtained
in May 2011, and the installation was
completed in September 2011.
While the TelePresence solution is not
original or unique to Marist, it is unique
for a medium-size, liberal arts college to
make an investment in such a high-end
system. Marist chose to install the Cisco
TelePresence is a tifelike, high-definition video system that creates an imnersive, face-to-face
experience and enables a powerful cotlaboration over the network. The TelePresence faciliU at
Marist College will ofter a rich nuttimedia communication environment to the Marist conmu'
nity, provide a technology environment for the cotlege's business paftners, and draw multiple
new corporations and business paftnerships to the college and the local community'
The lnstitutional
Excellence Award
is sponsored by
Windstream.
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TelePresence system 3010 (CTS-3010), a
three-screen s),stem suited for business
meetings rvith up to six participants per
room sitting around a virtual table. Par-
ticipants soon forget the technology and
become engaged in the conversation as if
in the same room.
Central Hudson approached Marist
to begin ar-r initiative in support of the
gro\vth oI lhe local Lru.inesr communitv.
The college proposed creating a TelePres-
ence facility to which both Marist and
local business communities rvoulcl har.e
access. The facility at Marist u,ould be the
only such facility located betu.een Nerv
York Cit,v and Albany, proi,iding a conve-
nicnt, lorv-cost option. \\rith the hclp of
the economic clevelopntent grant, a Cisccr
TelePresence svstem 301 0 lvas installed in
the newly constructed Hancock Technol-
ogy Center in Scpternber 201 1.
of IT/CIO were to provicle oversight of
the project, r'vith the director of special
projects, telecom, and networking in IT
leading the project.
3. Project's disruption to the Marist com-
mtnity. Through careful plar-rning, tl'rere
wcre no di>ruptions to the cornmunity.
4. Return on inyestment. The college's
strategic plan requires that IT be recog-
nized as a leader in teaching, learning,
and applied research. The pilot group
der.eloped a business plan that included
opportunities for academic/curriculum,
partnership/joint study, operational,
communit,v service, and revenr-re.'fhe
central theme of the use cases w.as to pro-
vide real-tirne, face-to-face capabilities
for \l.rrirt and thc local conrrnrrrritl to
link r.vith experts, research and business
partners, and clients, while reducing tirne
trnd money spent.
sessions. For remote participants r,r,ho are
nerv to videoconferencing, IT developed a
Best Practices Guide that provides useful
technical tips and recommendations.
Promotion ol Technology and Maturity
of Ellort
As anticipated, users are now able to
collaborate as if in person. The School
of Computer Science and Mathematics
l-ras bcen n orking with the University of
Baghdad (UB) on a nurnber ofproj
ccls. lT assi:tet'l UB in improving its
infrastructure to support the training of
indir.iduals across Iraq in needed skills
in enterprise computing and data center
tcchntrlogic:l norking tu crcrlc a jtrint
ma5ter's progr.lm in enterprise comput-
ing; and rvorking rvith a facultv member
and PhD student to provide the technol-
ogy infrastructure for the student to
conrplcte his thesi>. \\'ilh 5e(untv i\sues
Maist College, founded in
1946, is a liberal arls college
located i n Po u g hkeepsie,
New York, with a traditional
u nde rg rad u ate stud e nt body
totaling over 4,700.
Planning, Leadership, and
Managemenl Support
At Mari:t. the criteria lor [rcginnirrg an1
new capital project is based on the fol-
lor.ving four concerns:
\. Funding. The college obtained the eco
nomic development grant as part of the
funding for this endear.or, but the initial
cost of the system and the implementa-
tion services, provided by IBM Global
Services, \{as sti11 out of reach. Learning
about Marist's use cases, Cisco and IBM
r.vorked to make it Iinanciarlly r.iable fbr
the school to obtain the TelePresence
system. With this trilateral partnership,
IT received strong support from the
Buildings and Grounds Committee for
the remaining funding.
2. Irtternal managenrcfit team.The execu
tive vice president ancl the vice president
IT's telecommunications ancl net-
work team \vas a key part of the Cisco
TelePresence system design and imple-
mentation process, rvorking side-by-side
with Cisco and IBM Global Sen ices.
One of the main technical challenges
was integrating legacy PBX architecture,
Cisco Unified Comrlunications Manager
(CUCM) architecture, and the nerv video
infrastructure. Leveraging the existing
in-house expertise for CUCM and legacy
PBX architectures, the team rvas able to
overcome the technical challenge and
successfully integrate the new r.ideo ir-rfra-
strllcture into the existing architecture.
Recognizing that many users are not
accustomed to Llsing videoconferenc-
ing technologl., tl.re IT support staff is
always on hand to monitor and pror.ide
assistance during the videoconferencing
in Baghdad and the exorbitant expense
of attending meetings in either Dubai
or Beirut, the TrlePresence svstem \,vas
exactly the technology needed.
Marist's library staff held a first-ever
orientation session for the Museum
Studies program's graduate students and
faculty members in September 2013 via
the TelePresence system. Students r.vere
introduced to the online library resourc-
es and interlibrary loan series. Students
and faculty rvere then able to engage in
Q&A sesrions reg.rrding library servircs.
The fceling of"connectedness" with the
main campus is critical as students finish
their Iirst year abroad and start their
second year on the main calnpus.
The TelePresence system is also being
used by the local communit,v. Sponsored
by Cisco Systems, an "Education Round-
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table at Marist" series was established.
The first of the series took place through
the TelePresence system in the spring of
2072, where local superintendents were
invited to a presentation and personal
conversation with global education
thought leader Charles Fadel to discuss
the state of education and what it means
to be a 21st-century educator.
Marist is also realizing administrative
effectiveness through the system. The
college was able to facilitate virtual, in-
person recruitment interviews through
the system, streamlining the executive
recruitment process. The first round of
interviews historically has been via a
conference phone. Using the virtual in-
person interviews, the search committee
could observe facial expression and body
language, helping to better determine the
fit and improving the successful search
rate while also reducing the search com-
mittee's time and the cost of flying and
lodging the wrong candidates.
0uality, Perlormance, and Productivity
Measurements
Marist's main quality, performance.
and productivity measurements include
real-time monitoring, observation, and
solicitation of participant feedback fol-
lowing each session.
The college envisioned the TelePres-
ence room to be a premium offering
fully staffed by a video administrator
and desktop personnel when a meet-
ing is in process. Commensurate with
the level of service offered, IT strives to
creale an environment for participants
that speaks to superior experience. In
soliciting feedback, IT learned that some
surprisingly simple things were missing,
such as simple instructions on how to
share presentations. This was welcome
feedback, and it was encouraging that
no complaints about the video or audio
quality and call setup were voiced.
Quality assurance efforts are classified
as real time and historical based on which
system is being used and for what pur-
pose. Two IT staff members are present
for the duration of any call in a nearby
room. The video administrator assists
with the call setup and instructs par-
ticipants on how the automatic camera
switches based on who is speaking. This
assistance also includes a quick review of
best practices, if time permits. Desk-
top personnel are on hand to provide
any help with content sharing or other
computer-related questions.
While the call is in progress, the video
administrator monitors the call statistics
for issues that may affect the video and/or
audio quality such as packet loss, latency,
or jitter. If a problem should occur that
results in the call dropping, the admin-
istrator will tactfully enter the room and
inform the participants of the call status
without the participants having to call or
wonder how to proceed. The video ad-
ministrator generally acts on issues well
before the participants realize anything is
wrong, ensuring a positive TelePresence
experience for the participants.
Guslomer Satislaction/Results to Date
Marist stakeholders and key users were
closely involved with the planning and
implementation of the TelePresence sys-
tem, including use case development, sys-
tem and location selection, and funding
approval. Additionally, the IT technical
team identified several key indicators to
ensure that the system infrastructure and
endpoints met the college's requirements.
The key indicators were high-definition
picture, improved sound, content shar-
ing, location independence, and choice of
endpoints (PC, Mac, desktop, or mobile).
Evaluation assessment is by partici-
pant feedback. When the TelePresence
room is used, reviews are consistently
glowing, and the high-definition video
quality and spatial audio allow partici-
pants to forget that they just took part in
a videoconference. Users feel as ifthey
are all in the same room. The technology
melts into the background and allows the
participants to fully engage in the meet-
ing. Support by the IT technical team also
allows for the participants to feel at ease.
One of the unanticipated problems
encountered was a hardware component
crash. Even though a hardware problem
is a common occurrence, the timing of
the problem was most unfortunate. The
Friday before the first series of executive
interviews were to take place, which were
scheduled on Monday, the VCS Express-
way, a system component that allows for
external video connection, crashed. The
IT technical team worked with Cisco
to get the new hardware delivered on
Saturday, conligured, tested, and back
to normal operation in time for the first
scheduled call. Redundancy has since
been added to all critical system compo-
nents to prevent further vulnerabilities.
As the use cases for the Florence
campus increase, the lnternet connection
to the Florence campus has presented
more challenges. Unlike the robust
Internet connection at the Marist main
campus, the Florence campus lacks the
bandwidth, consistency, and reliability,
which are critical to quality video calls.
The college is working to improve the In-
ternet connection at the Florence campus
to allow for increased usage with quality
and reliable video calls.
0ngoing and Future Enhancements
Since the installation, Marist is making
an ongoing effort to fortifr and extend
the TelePresence infrastructure. IT has
since added redundancy to all critical
system components and rolled out video
clients for desktop and mobile devices.
Since the college's TelePresence infra-
structure is built to support heteroge-
neous endpoints, the TelePresence room
will continue to thrive and be integrated
into meetings with mobile and desktop
devices, further enhancing collaboration.
Plans are underway to invite subject mat-
ter experts into classrooms using various
video endpoints. Future enhancements
include Web conlerence i n tegration.
single number reach, and automatic
conference scheduling.
Direct questions to Christine Mulvey,
director, special projects, telecom, and
networking, Marist College, at christine.
mulvey@marist.edu.
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